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THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF GLADES COUNTY
STUDENT PROGRESSION PLAN
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to describe the administrative procedures necessary to
implement student progression in Glades County. The plan incorporates specific
standards and procedures for promotion from grade to grade, earning of high school
credit and graduation requirements as recommended by the Superintendent of Schools
and adopted by The School Board of Glades County.
General Authority for the provision of this plan is given in Section 1008.F.S.
Student progression in Glades County Schools shall be based on evaluation of each
student’s achievement in relation to district performance standards for each grade level.
Evaluation shall be based on the following criteria: achievement tests, classroom
assignments, daily observations, portfolios, performance assessments, standardized
tests, state assessment tests and other pertinent data. The classroom teacher has the
primary responsibility for certifying whether or not a pupil has demonstrated a level of
performance and ability to function academically, socially, physically, and emotionally at
the next grade level. The principal shall have the responsibility of approving placement
recommendations of the classroom teacher. The superintendent has final authority on
all decisions. (s.1008.25(2)(a)-(b), F.S.)

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
The Glades County School District will allocate remedial and supplemental instructional
resources to students in the following priority:
 Students who are deficient in reading by the end of grade 3, and
 Students who fail to meet performance levels required for promotion consistent
with the district’s school board plan for student progression
(s. 1008.25(3) (a-b), F.S.)

PROMOTION AND RETENTION PRE-K THROUGH 5TH GRADE
Promotion through the grades will be determined by considering level of achievement,
demonstration of performance relating to Florida State Standards/Next Generation
Sunshine State Standards, district and state assessments, grades, and other
information available.
Explanatory Note: No one test with a single administration should determine promotion
or retention. The preponderance of evidence from evaluations should be used to
determine if a student is ready for the work of the next grade. (s. 1008.25(8)(a), F.S.)
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Social Promotion Elimination and Mandatory Retention Exemptions for Good
Cause (s. 1008.25(6), F.S.)
No student can be assigned to a grade level based solely on age or other factors that
constitute social promotion. Explanatory Note: Social promotion occurs when student is
promoted based on factors other than the student achieving the district and state levels
of performance for student progression when the student fails to achieve the required
levels in reading, writing, mathematics, or science on the Florida State Assessments of
the Florida B.E.S.T. State Standards /Next Generation Sunshine State Standards.
Students with disabilities must meet the state or district levels of performance for
student progression unless the disabling condition prevents the student from attaining
the required levels of performance in the regular curriculum in pursuit of a standard
diploma. In such cases, promotion will be based on the student meeting the goals and
objectives on the individual educational plan. Retention of English Language Learners
(ELL) must be determined by a school’s ELL committee, except in the case of
mandatory retention for reading deficiencies in grade 3.) (s.1008.25 (6)(a), F.S.)
When determining whether a student is exempt from retention, the following good cause
categories will be reviewed to determine if an exemption is appropriate:
 ELLs who have had less than two years of instruction in an English for Speakers
of Other Language program;
 Students with disabilities whose Individual Education Plan (IEP) indicates that
participation in statewide assessment is not appropriate, consistent with the
requirements of State Board of Education rule;
 Students who demonstrate an acceptable level of performance on an alternative
standardized reading assessment approved by the State Board of Education;
Requests for good cause exemptions from the mandatory retention for students with
continuing reading deficiencies in grade 3 must be consistent with the following:
 Documentation must be submitted by the student’s teacher to the principal that
indicates that the promotion of the student is appropriate and is based upon the
student’s academic record. (Such documentation can consist only of the existing
IEP, report card, student portfolio, or alternative assessment).
 The principal must review and discuss the recommendation with the teacher and
determine promotion or retention. If the principal determines that the student
should be promoted, the principal must make the recommendation in writing to
the superintendent. The superintendent must accept or reject the principal’s
recommendation in writing.

FLORIDA B.E.S.T.STATE STANDARDS (s. 1008.25(6)(c), F.S.)
The Florida B.E.S.T. State Standards are designed to ensure that students graduating
from high school are prepared to go to college or enter the workforce and that parents,
teachers, and students have a clear understanding of what is expected of them. These
standards define the knowledge and skills students should have within their K-12
education
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careers so that they will graduate from high school able to succeed in entry-level, creditbearing academic college courses and in workforce training programs.

ASSESSMENT AND REMEDIATION
Each student must participate in the Statewide Assessment Program:
(Sections1008.22, 1008.22(1), 1008.34, and 1001.11, F.S.)
Opting out of State Testing
It is critical that parents, students, educators and district administrators understand that
assessments are to monitoring students’ progress and determining what assistance
they need to excel as they continue their education. Therefore, Florida state law clearly
states that participation in statewide standardized assessments is mandatory for
students in public schools. This includes the expectation that students take all sessions
of each test.
What does this mean? It is illegal for a student/parent to opt out of state testing. If a
student attends school at any time during the testing window they must sit for the test.
They must log into the assessment. The student can choose not to answer any
questions, but they must sit in the testing room for the amount of time of the
assessment.
If students do not attend during the testing window, the non-tested students do impact
the percent tested at the school site.
Florida F.A.S.T.State Assessments
State developed and administered to grades K-3-10. Each student must either pass the
grade 10 Florida State Assessments or attain concordant scores with the Florida State
Assessments passing scores in order to receive a standard high school diploma. A
student is required to take the grade 10 Florida F.A.S.T. State Assessments ELA once
in order to be able to use the scores on an alternative assessment. Students entering
the 9th grade (2010-11) and beyond must meet the End of Course exam (EOC)
requirements.
For each year in which a student scores at Level 1 on the Florida State Assessments
ELA, the student MUSTMAY be enrolled in and complete an intensive reading course
the following year. Placement of Level 2 readers in either an intensive reading course
or a content area course in which reading strategies are delivered shall be determined
by diagnosis of reading needs.
Glades County will provide targeted instructional support to students with identified
deficiencies in English language arts, mathematics, science and social studies.
Progress Monitoring
Each student who does not meet specific levels of performance as determined by the
Glades County School District in the areas of reading, writing, mathematics, and
science for each grade level, or who does not meet specific levels of performance as
3
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determined by the Commissioner of Education on statewide assessments at selected
grade levels, may be provided with additional diagnostic assessments to determine the
nature of the student's difficulty and areas of academic need. Each student must
participate in the statewide, standardized assessment program required by s. 1008.22.
Each student who does not achieve a Level 3 or above on the statewide, standardized
English Language Arts assessment, the statewide, standardized Mathematics
assessment, or the Algebra I EOC assessment must be evaluated to determine the
nature of the student’s difficulty, the areas of academic need, and strategies for
providing academic supports to improve the student’s performance. The school in which
the student is enrolled, in consultation with the student's parent or legal guardian, may
develop and implement a progress monitoring plan designed to assist the student in
meeting state and district expectations for proficiency.
 If a student in any grade has been identified as having a reading deficiency, the
student may receive progress monitoring
 in the student’s specific areas of deficiency;
 the desired level of performance in these area;
 the instructional and support services to be provided to meet the desired level of
performance.
 Schools may also provide frequent monitoring of the student’s progress in
meeting the desired levels of performance.
 The District may assist schools and teachers in implementing research-based
reading activities that have been shown to be successful in teaching reading to
low-performing students. (s. 1008.25(4)(b), F.S.)
 Upon subsequent evaluation, if the documented deficiency has not been
corrected, the student may be retained.
 Each student who does not meet minimum performance expectation defined by
the Commissioner for the statewide assessment tests in reading, writing, science,
and mathematics may continue to be provided with remedial or supplemental
instruction until expectations are met or the student graduates or is not subject to
compulsory attendance. (s. 1008.25(4)(c), F.S.)
Early Warning System (Senate Bill 8501001.42(18) FS)
A school that includes any of grades K-86, 7, or 8 shall implement an early warning
system to identify students in grades K-86, 7, 8 who need additional support to
improve academic performance and stay engaged in school. The early warning
system must include the following early warning indicators:
a) Attendance below 90 percent, regardless of whether absence is excused or a
result of out-of-school suspension
b) One or more suspensions, whether in school or out of school
c) Course failure in English Language Arts or mathematics
d) A level 1 on the statewide standardized assessment in English Language Arts
or mathematics
A school district may identify additional early warning indicators for use in a
school’s early warning system. When a student exhibits two or more early
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warning indicators, the school’s child study team under s.1003.2 1001.42(18) or
school-based team formed for the purpose of implementing the requirements
shall convene to determine appropriate intervention strategies for the student.
The school shall provide at least 10 days written notice of the meeting to the
student’s parent, indicating the meeting’s purpose, time and location, and
provide the parent the opportunity to participate.

Virtual Instruction Program (VIP) On-Line Instruction
Full Time Virtual Instruction Program (1002.45 FS and 1002.37 FS)
Eligible students have the option of participating in a full-time virtual education program.
Virtual Education is provided through contracts with approved state providers. For more
information on enrollment periods, eligibility requirements, and a link to enroll go to
http://gladesedu.org/virtual-instruction-program. If you would like enrollment
information, contact the Director of Academic Services at 863-946-.2083
Part-time Virtual Instruction
If you are interested in your student participating in the part-time virtual instruction
option, please contact your school guidance counselor to fully discuss this option.

GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR STUDENT PROGRESSION AND
GRADE PLACEMENT
It is expected that students who are receiving regular diplomas through the Glades
County School District can make satisfactory progress through the grades and achieve
a level of academic proficiency which will enable them to benefit from instruction at the
next grade level. Therefore, this Student Progression Plan for Glades County Schools,
which implements School Board Policy and establishes procedures to be followed, has
been developed to provide each student with the maximum opportunity to succeed in
school.

DISCLOSURE AT SCHOOL REGISTRATION
At initial school registration, students are required upon enrolling in a district school to
note previous (recommendation or placement into an alternative placement/school),
school expulsions, arrests resulting in a charge, and juvenile justice actions, and any
corresponding referral to mental health services by the school district.
(s.1006.07(1)(b), F.S.)

ACCELERATED PROMOTION FOR K-8 STUDENTS
Accelerated promotion to the next highest-grade level is designed for students with
exceptionally high achievement who may benefit more from acceleration than working
at the normal grade level. Accelerated promotion of a student may be recommended by
the classroom teacher, parent, or Child Study Team to the principal.
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STUDENT RECORDS
Cumulative records shall reflect promotion, retention, placement for good cause,
accelerated promotion, exceptional student education, or other special placement. The
Federal Family Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 protects the accuracy and privacy of
student education records and guarantees parental access to these records. This Act
affords parents and students over 18 years of age (“eligible Students”) certain rights
including the right to inspect and review student’s educational records (34 CFR Part 99
– Family Educational Rights and Privacy, Final Rule).

ANNUAL REPORT OF SCHOOLS
The district school board must annually publish in the local newspaper and on the
district websitereport in writing to the State Board of Education by September 1 of
each year the following information on the prior school year: (s. 1008.25(89)(b),
F.S.)
 Policies/procedures on retention/promotion
 Number/percent of students in grades 3-10 scoring at Levels 1 and 2 on Florida
State Assessments reading by grade
 Number/percent of retained 3-10 grade students by grade
 Number of third grade students promoted for good cause by each category
 Revision to policy on retention/promotion from prior year

ANNUAL REPORTS TO PARENTS
The school board must annually report to the parent of each student the progress of the
student towards achieving state and district expectations for proficiency in reading,
writing, science, and mathematics, including the student’s results on each statewide
assessment tests. The evaluation of each student’s progress must be based on the
student’s classroom work, observations, test, district and state assessments, and other
relevant information. Progress reporting must be provided to the parent in writing in a
format adopted by the district school board. Interim Reports and Report Cards will be
distributed to all students. (Interim reports are issued at approximately the midpoint of
each grading period.)

PARENT NOTIFICATION OF STUDENTS AT RISK
Parents of students who are at risk of being retained in the current grade will be notified
by the 3rd nine-week interim report.

CLASSROOM GRADES
The classroom teacher has the responsibility for assessing and grading each
student’s performance. This decision must be based on using 3 categories weighted
as follows:



Assessments: 40%
Mini Assessments: 30%
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Practice: 30%

Each nine weeks there should be a minimum of two grades in each of the
Assessment and Mini Assessment Categories. The Practice category should include
one grade per week. Each subject/grade level within a school should collaborate to
determine the category title and which assignments
Teachers shall maintain documentation for each student's grades at all times. The
teacher’s grade book is the official document. Students and parents are strongly
encouraged to review grades frequently. Changes in a student's grade may be made
by the principal to correct the grade only when the need for such change can be
justified as a result of an error in computation, transposing, and/or recording of
grades. Teachers shall be notified of such changes.

ENTRANCE TO PUBLIC SCHOOL
The following items must be provided to the school before the child can enter:
 Evidence of the child's birth date (birth certificate or other acceptable evidence as
per Section 1003.21(4) F.S.) and
 A certificate of immunization against communicable diseases (students who are
transferring from a Florida public school will have 30 days to produce an
immunization certificate). Proof of two doses of measles vaccine (preferably
MMR) will be required and enforced for all children entering kindergarten.
(s.1003.22(4), F.S.)
 Evidence of a physical examination within the last 12 months (A 30-day waiver
may be granted for the physical examination in grades 1 - 5).
 Proof that the parent(s) or guardian(s) is a resident(s) of the school district
attendance area
New students who do not meet entrance criteria will not be eligible to attend school until
all entrance requirements are met (Sections 1003.21, and 1003.22, F.S.).

TRANSFER/NEW STUDENTS
Placement of all transfer students including those enrolled in home education programs
shall be on a temporary basis until evidence of student achievement is made available
to the receiving school. The principal will make the final placement decision based on
academic testing and/or daily classroom performance. The basis for assignment shall
be discussed in advance with the parent or guardian of each student placed at a level
other than the grade level indicated by the student's previous placement.
The grade placement of students transferring from other countries, states, counties or
private schools will be determined by the principal or designee of the receiving school.
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All evidence of work shall be based upon an official transcript or record authenticated by
the proper school authority.
If numerical grades are not available from the previous school attended, the following
conversion will be used:
A-95
E-95
B-85
S-85
C-75
N-75
D-65
U-69
F-59
All ESE students transferring from private schools or out-of-county programs will be
evaluated and staffed according to Special Programs and Procedures for Exceptional
Student Education.
A middle grades student who transfers into the state’s public school system from out of
the country, out of state, a private school, or a home education program after the
beginning of the second term of grade 8 is not required to meet the civics education
requirement for promotion from the middle grades if the student’s transcript documents
passage of three courses in social studies or two year-long courses in social studies
that include coverage of civics education.
If a transfer/new student brings in grades from a previous school, then those grades are
to be averaged into the grades earned in Glades County schools.
If a transfer/new student does not bring in grades from a previous school (for example,
he/she has been attending a school on a block schedule) and has not been in
attendance for at least twenty days in the grading period, the student will receive an Iincomplete. If a transfer grade is not received by the end of the next 9 weeks, then the
current 9 weeks grade will be used to replace the I-incomplete. This process can be
modified with the assistance of the school administrator. However, students enrolled in
courses for credit may be awarded credit if they demonstrate mastery of performance
standards for the course.
ACADEMICALLY CHALLENGING CURRICULUM TO ENHANCE LEARINING
(ACCEL) – ACCELERATION
Acceleration of students is a practice that covers a wide range of educational strategies.
An accelerated curriculum may be provided to those students who have demonstrated a
need beyond the general curriculum. In accordance with Senate Bill 70591002.3105.
F.S., Academically Challenging Curriculum to Enhance Learning (ACCEL), Glades
County Schools offers the following opportunities:
 Flexible class groups
 Subject matter acceleration
 Enrichment programs
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 Virtual instruction
 Whole grade promotion and mid-year promotion
For grade level acceleration, the principal in consultation with all stakeholders, will
review the following documentation before any accelerated placement is considered:
social/emotional needs including readiness for higher level achievement, demonstration
of high level of mastery of the current and next grade curriculum; parent input; school
history; ability and aptitude for advanced work; and referral for gifted services. Options
may vary slightly by school and include advancing to the next grade level for some
coursework in a face-to face setting or through virtual school. Consideration for
acceleration will be limited to one referral, per student, per 12-month period. The final
decision for grade placement is the responsibility of the principal.

ELL STUDENT STANDARDS (SB Rule 6A-6.0901(6), 6A-6.0902.1.2, 6A6.09083)
Title I services (basic and migrant) will be provided for eligible students.
Students classified as ELL shall be evaluated on the progress they make in accordance
with the District's ELL PlanStudent Progression Plan. An individual ELL Plan is required
yearly for each student, stating goals and objectives developed according to the
student's English proficiency skills and level. Lack of English language skills is not a
basis for retention at any grade, including kindergarten. The Glades County School
District has an established ELL entry/exit criteria that will be used in a 4 year follow up
plan.

COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE
All children who have attained the age of six years or who will have attained the age of
six years by February 1 of any school year or who are older than six years of age but
who have not attained the age of sixteen years are required to attend school regularly
during the entire school term. (s. 1003.21(1)(a), F.S.)
Regular attendance may be achieved by any of the following:
 attendance in a public school, including charter and virtual schools supported by
public funds;
 attendance in a parochial, religious or denominational school;
 attendance in a private school supported by tuition or endowments; or
 attendance in a home education program as defined in (s.1002.41, F.S.)
(s.1003.26,F.S) – If a student has had at least five unexcused absences, or absences
for which the reasons are unknown, within a calendar month or 10 unexcused
absences, or absences for which the reasons are unknown, within a 90-calendar-day
period, the student’s primary teacher shall report to the school principal or his/her
designee that the student may be exhibiting a pattern of nonattendance. The principal
shall, unless there is clear evidence that the absences are not a pattern of
nonattendance, refer the case to the school’s child study team to determine if early
patterns of truancy are developing. If the child study team finds that a pattern of
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nonattendance is developing, whether the absences are excused or not, a meeting with
the parent must be scheduled to identify potential remedies.
A student and parent/guardian have the primary responsibility for acceptable
attendance. Further, students have the responsibility for completing teacher assigned
make-up work following an absence. A student who has excessive absences as
described in above (s.1003.26,F.S) may receive a passing grade and/or high school
credit only after demonstrating mastery of performance standards as designated by the
teacher and verified by the school principal.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTION
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The curriculum is based on the Florida B.E.S.T. Standards/Next Generation
Sunshine State Standards in all subject areas. These subjects will be provided
according to a regular schedule developed by the school staff and approved by the
Superintendent. The content may be presented through an integrated approach.
The content and scope of the instruction will be age and grade level appropriate.
Members of the instructional staff of the Glades County School District, subject to the
rules of the State Board of Education and the district school board, shall teach efficiently
and faithfully, using the books and materials required that meet the highest standards
for professionalism and historical accuracy, following the prescribed courses of study,
and employing approved methods of instruction, the following: (s. 1003.42(2), F.S.)
K-12 INSTRUCTION:
 The history and content of the Declaration of Independence, including national
sovereignty, natural law, self-evident truth, equality of all persons, limited
government, popular sovereignty, and inalienable rights of life, liberty, and
property, and how they form the philosophical foundation of our government.
 The history, meaning, significance, and effect of the provisions of the Constitution
of the United States and amendments thereto, with emphasis on each of the 10
amendments that make up the Bill of Rights and how the constitution provides
the structure of our government.
 The arguments in support of adopting our republican form of government, as they
are embodied in the most important of the Federalist Papers.
 Flag education, including proper flag display and flag salute.
 The elements of civil government, including the primary functions of and
interrelationships between the Federal Government, the state, and its counties,
municipalities, school districts, and special districts.
 The history of the United States, including the period of discovery, early colonies,
the War for Independence, the Civil War, the expansion of the United States to
its present boundaries, the world wars, and the civil rights movement to the
present. American history shall be viewed as factual, not as constructed, shall be
viewed as knowable, teachable, and testable, and shall be defined as the
10
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creation of a new nation based largely on the universal principles stated in the
Declaration of Independence.
 The history of the Holocaust (1933-1945), the systematic, planned annihilation of
European Jews and other groups by Nazi Germany, a watershed event in the
history of humanity, to be taught in a manner that leads to an investigation of
human behavior, an understanding of the ramifications of prejudice, racism, and
stereotyping, and an examination of what it means to be a responsible and
respectful person, for the purposes of encouraging tolerance of diversity in a
pluralistic society and for nurturing and protecting democratic values and
institutions, including the policy, definition, and historical and current examples of
anti-Semitism, as described in s. 1000.05(7), and the prevention of antiSemitism.
 The history of African Americans, including the history of African peoples before
the political conflicts that led to the development of slavery, the passage to
America, the enslavement experience, abolition, and the contributions of African
Americans to society. Instructional materials shall include the contributions of
African Americans to American society.
 The elementary principles of agriculture.
 The true effects of all alcoholic and intoxicating liquors and beverages and
narcotics upon the human body and mind.





Kindness to animals.
The history of the state.
The conservation of natural resources.
Comprehensive age-appropriate and developmentally appropriate K-12 health
education that addresses concepts of community health, consumer health,
environmental health, and family life, including:
a. Mental and emotional health.
b. Injury prevention and safety.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Internet safety.
Nutrition.
Personal health.
Prevention and control of disease.

g. Substance use and abuse.
h. Prevention of child sexual abuse, exploitation, and human trafficking.
 Such additional materials, subjects, courses, or fields in such grades as are
prescribed by law or by rules of the State Board of Education and the district school
board in fulfilling the requirements of law.
 The study of Hispanic contributions to the United States.
11

 The study of women’s contributions to the United States.
 The nature and importance of free enterprise to the United States economy.
 A character development program in the elementary schools, similar to Character
First or Character Counts, which is secular in nature. Beginning in school year
2004-2005, the character development program shall be required in kindergarten
through grade 12.
a. The character development curriculum shall stress the qualities of
patriotism; responsibility; citizenship; kindness; respect for authority, life,
liberty, and personal property; honesty; charity; self-control; racial, ethnic,
and religious tolerance; and cooperation.
b. The character development curriculum for grades 9 through 12 shall, at a
minimum, include instruction on developing leadership skills, interpersonal
skills, organization skills, and research skills; creating a resume, including a
digital resume; exploring career pathways; using state career planning
resources; developing and practicing the skills necessary for employment
interviews; conflict resolution, workplace ethics, and workplace law;
managing stress and expectations; and developing skills that enable
students to become more resilient and self-motivated.
c. The character development curriculum for grades 11 and 12 shall include
instruction on voting using the uniform primary and general election ballot
described in s. 101.151(9).
i. In order to encourage patriotism, the sacrifices that veterans and Medal of
Honor recipients have made in serving our country and protecting
democratic values worldwide. Such instruction must occur on or before
Medal of Honor Day, Veterans’ Day, and Memorial Day. Members of the
instructional staff are encouraged to use the assistance of local veterans
and Medal of Honor recipients when practicable.
 Celebrate Freedom Week is required to be recognized in the
public schools each September and requiring a portion of the
Declaration of Independence to be recited daily by students
during that week. (Section 1003.421(1), F.S.)
j. The bill calls for public schools to suitably observe a day honoring the 100
million people who fell victim to communist regimes across the world.
 Section 1003.455, F.S., requires 150 minutes of physical education each week for students in
grades K-5. A minimum of 30 consecutive minutes is required on any day that physical
education instruction is provided
 Students eligible for English Language Learners (ELL) services shall
be instructed in accordance with the district’s approved ELL Plan.
 Exceptional Student Education will be provided for eligible students.
12
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7-12 ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTION:
 The health education curriculum for students in grades 7 through 12 shall include a
teen dating violence and abuse component that includes, but is not limited to, the
definition of dating violence and abuse, the warning signs of dating violence and
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abusive behavior, the characteristics of healthy relationships, measures to prevent
and stop dating violence and abuse, and community resources available to victims
of dating violence and abuse.
 The health education curriculum for students in grades 6 through 12 shall include
an awareness of the benefits of sexual abstinence as the expected standard and
the consequences of teenage pregnancy.
 Beginning in the 2023-2024 school year, the bill requires high school students
enrolled in the United States Government class required for a standard high school
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diploma to receive at least 45 minutes of instruction on “Victims of Communism
Day” on topics related to communist regimes and how victims suffered under
communist regimes.
The following exceptions will be made:
 Any student whose parent or guardian make a written request to the
school principal shall be exempted from the teaching of reproductive health
or disease, including HIV/AIDS, its symptoms, development, and treatment
and/or from the recitation of the Declaration of Independence. A student so
exempted may not be penalized by reason of that exemption. Course
descriptions for comprehensive health shall not interfere with the local
determination of an appropriate curriculum which reflects local values and
concerns. (Sections 1003.42(3) and 1003.421(4),F.S.)
 Physical education requirements may be waived for a student by the principal
upon receipt of a doctor’s written recommendation or if the student meets any
of the following requirements:
• The student is enrolled or required to enroll in a remedial class
• The student’s parent indicates in writing to the school that:
• The parent requests that the student enroll in another course from
among those courses offered as options by the school district: or
• The student is participating in physical activities outside the
school day which are equal to or in excess of the mandated
requirement.
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ELEMENTARY GRADES (Pre-Kindergarten Through 5

th

)

Voluntary Pre-K Attendance Policy
The Voluntary Pre-Kindergarten program will be in operation following the school year
calendar. The student holidays for the school year are included on the District’s
Approved Instructional Calendarby the month in the student handbook. Attendance
during the scheduled instructional days is of the utmost importance to remain in the
VPK program. Funding is linked to your child’s attendance, but also the issue of
13
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success upon entrance to kindergarten is a critical factor.
Tardiness: The instructional day begins promptly at the school start time. All children
are expected to be in place and ready to learn. Delayed arrivals are disruptive and also
difficult for the arriving child.
Absence: The current legislation allows up to 20% of total instruction time to be missed
due to absence. Documentation of an absence may be submitted to the child’s teacher.
Absences and tardiness may be excused under “extraordinary circumstances” if
appropriate documentation is provided. These include:
 Hospitalization of the child, his/her parents or guardian with appropriate
documentation
 Illness of student, his/her parents or guardian that requires a home-stay as
documented
 Death of a member of the student’s immediate family with appropriate
documentation
 Court ordered visitation with appropriate documentation
 Parent or guardian’s military deployment.
Students absent more than 20% of total instruction may be removed from the
Prekindergarten Program.

14

GRADES Pre K-5
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Kindergarten Entrance
In addition, to enter kindergarten the child must have attained the age of five on or
before September 1 of the year in which he/she seeks entrance to public school. A
student who transfers from a Florida private kindergarten to the Glades County Public
School kindergarten must meet the age requirements. (Section 1003.21(1)(a)2 F.S.)
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First Grade Entrance
In addition, to enter first grade a child must have attained the age of six on or before
September 1 of the first grade year and have been enrolled in a kindergarten program
for all or part of the previous school year and have satisfactory completion of the
requirements for kindergarten. A student who transfers from a Florida private school to
the Glades County Public School's first grade must meet the age requirements and
have satisfactory completion of the requirements for kindergarten. (Section
1003.21(1)(b) F.S.).
Under Age Out-of-State Transfer to Kindergarten and First Grade
In addition, entry by an out-of-state transfer student who does not meet regular age
requirements for admission to Florida public school kindergarten and first grade shall be
in accordance with Florida Administrative Rule 6A-1.0985:
(1) Any student who transfers from an out-of-state public school and who does not meet
regular age requirements for admission to Florida public schools shall be admitted upon
presentation of the data required in subsection (3).
(2) Any student who transfers from an out-of-state nonpublic school and who does not
meet regular age requirements for admission to Florida public schools may be admitted
if the student meets age requirements for public schools within the state from which he
or she is transferring, and if the transfer of the student’s academic credit is acceptable
under rules of the school board. Prior to admission, the parent or guardian must also
provide the data required in subsection (3).
(3) In order to be admitted to Florida schools, such a student transferring from an out-ofstate school must provide the following data:
(a) Official documentation that the parent(s) or guardian(s) was a legal resident(s) of
the state in which the child was previously enrolled in school;
(b) An official letter or transcript from proper school authority which shows record of
attendance, academic information and grade placement of the student;
(c) Evidence of immunization against communicable diseases as required in Section
1003.22, F.S.;
(d) Evidence of date of birth in accordance with Section 1003.21, F.S.; and,
(e) Evidence of a medical examination completed within the last twelve (12) months in
accordance with Section 1003.22, F.S.
Any student who transfers from an out-of-state public school shall be admitted upon
presentation of the required data:
Any student who transfers from an out-of- state nonpublic school may be admitted if the
student meets the age requirements for public schools within the state from which the
student is transferring. In order to be admitted to Florida schools, such a student meeting
the entrance age may be transferred from another state if their parents have been legal
residents of that state. Rule 6A- 1.0985: Entry into Kindergarten and First Grade by Out-of15
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State Transfer Students, Florida Administrative Code states (1) Any student who transfers
from an out-of-state public school and who does not meet regular age requirements for
admission to Florida public schools shall be admitted upon presentation of the data required
in subsection (3). (2) Any student who transfers from an out-of- state nonpublic school and
who does not meet regular age requirements for admission to Florida public schools may be
admitted if the student meets age requirements for public schools within the state from
which he or she is transferring, and if the transfer of the student’s academic credit is
acceptable under rules of the school board. Prior to admission, the parent or guardian may
also provide the data required in subsection (3). (3) In order to be admitted to Florida
schools, such a student transferring from an out-of-state school must provide the following
data: (a) Official documentation that the parent(s) or guardian(s) was a legal resident(s) of
the state in which the child was previously enrolled in school; (b) An official letter or
transcript from proper school authority which shows record of attendance, academic
information, and grade placement of the student; (c) Evidence of immunization against
communicable diseases as
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required in Section 1003.22, Florida Statutes; (d) Evidence of date of birth in accordance
with Section 1003.21, Florida Statutes; and (e) Evidence of a medical examination
completed within the last twelve (12) months in accordance with Section 1003.21, Florida
Statutes.

CURRICULUM
ELEMENTARY PROGRAM OF STUDY
State Mandated Programs
The curriculum is based on the Florida State Standards /Next Generation Sunshine
State Standards in all subject areas. These subjects will be provided according to a
regular schedule developed by the school staff and approved by the Superintendent.
The content may be presented through an integrated approach.
Members of the instructional staff of the Glades County School District, subject to the
rules of the State Board of Education and the district school board, shall teach efficiently
and faithfully, using the books and materials required that meet the highest standards
for professionalism and historical accuracy, following the prescribed courses of study,
and employing approved methods of instruction, the following: (s. 1003.42(2), F.S.)
 The content of the Declaration of Independence and how it forms the
philosophical foundation of our government
 The arguments in support of adopting our republican form of government, as
they are embodied in the most important of the Federalist Papers
 The essentials of the United States Constitution and how it provides the structure
of our government
 Flag education, including proper flag display and flag salute
 The elements of civil government shall include the primary functions of and
interrelationship between the Federal Government, the state, and its counties,
municipalities, school districts, and special districts
 The History of the Holocaust (1933-1945), the systematic, planned annihilation of
European Jews and the other groups of Nazi Germany, a watershed event in the
history of humanity, to be taught in a manner that leads to an investigation of
human behavior, an understanding of the ramifications of prejudice, racism, and
stereotyping, and an examination of what it means to be a responsible and
respectful person, for the purpose of encouraging tolerance of diversity in a
pluralistic society and for nurturing and protecting democratic values and
institutions
 The history of African Americans, including the history of African peoples before
the political conflicts that lead to the development of slavery, the passage to
America, the enslavement experience, abolition, and the contributions of African
Americans to society
 The elementary principles of agriculture
 The true effects of all alcoholic and intoxicating liquors and beverages and
narcotics upon the human body and mind
 Kindness to animals

17
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 The history of the state
 The conservation of the natural resources
 Comprehensive health education that addresses concepts of community
health; consumer health; and environmental health; family life including an
awareness of the benefits of abstinence as the expected standard and the
consequences of teenage pregnancy; mental and emotional health; injury
prevention and safety; nutrition, personal health; prevention and control of
disease; and substance use and abuse.
 Additional materials, subjects, courses, or fields in such grades as are
prescribed by law or by rules of the State Board of Education and the district
school board in fulfilling the requirements of law
 The study of Hispanic contributions to the United States
 The study of women’s contributions to the United States
 A character-development program, similar to Character First or Character
Counts. Such a program may be secular in nature. The character development
curriculum shall stress the qualities of patriotism; responsibility; citizenship;
kindness; respect for authority, life, liberty, and personal property; honesty;
charity; self-control; racial, ethnic, and religious tolerance; and cooperation
 In order to encourage patriotism, the sacrifices that veterans have made in
serving our country and protecting democratic values worldwide. Such
instruction must occur on or before Veteran’s Day and Memorial Day.
Members of the instructional staff are encouraged to use the assistance of
local veterans when practicable.
 Celebrate Freedom Week is required to be recognized in the public schools
each September and requiring a portion of the Declaration of Independence to
be recited daily by students during that week. (Section 1003.421(1), F.S.)
 Section 1003.455, F.S., requires 150 minutes of physical education each
week for students in grades K-5. A minimum of 30 consecutive minutes is
required on any day that physical education instruction is
providedStudents eligible for English Language Learners (ELL) services
shall be instructed in accordance with the district’s approved ELL Plan.
 Exceptional Student Education will be provided for eligible students.
 Section 1003.455, F.S., requires 150 minutes of physical education each week for
students in grades K-5. A minimum of 30 consecutive minutes is required on any
day that physical education instruction is provided.
The following exceptions will be made:
 Any student whose parent or guardian make a written request to the school
principal shall be exempted from the teaching of reproductive health or
disease, including HIV/AIDS, its symptoms, development, and treatment
and/or from the recitation of the Declaration of Independence. A student so
exempted may not be penalized by reason of that exemption. Course
descriptions for comprehensive health shall not interfere with the local
determination of an appropriate curriculum which reflects local values and
concerns. (Sections 1003.42(3) and 1003.421(4),F.S.)
 Physical education requirements may be waived for a student by the principal
upon receipt of a doctor’s written recommendation or if the student meets any
of the following requirements:
• The student is enrolled or required to enroll in a remedial class
18
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The student’s parent indicates in writing to the school that:
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• The parent requests that the student enroll in another course from
among those courses offered as options by the school district: or
• The student is participating in physical activities outside the
school day which are equal to or in excess of the mandated
requirement.

ASSESSMENT
Kindergarten School Readiness Uniform Screening
Glades County schools are required to administer the STAR Early Literacy Test to
first time kindergarten student who enrolls in the district school system within the first
30 days of the school year. (s.1008.21, F.S.)
Reading Assessment K-3
Each elementary school will regularly assess the reading ability of each K-3 student. If
any K-3 student exhibits a reading deficiency, the parent will be immediately notified of
the student’s deficiency with a description and explanation, in terms understandable to
the parent, of the exact nature of the student’s difficulty in learning and lack of
achievement in reading and will be informed that the student will be given intensive
reading instruction until the deficiency is corrected. The Parent will be consulted in the
development of a plan. (s. 1002.20(11), F.S.)

GRADING
The indication of a soft grade in no way implies that this subject will not be taught. The
subject will be taught but with less emphasis placed on tests and evaluation and more
emphasis on participation.
GRADING CHART FOR ELEMENTARY SUBJECTS
SUBJECT
K
1ST
2ND
3RD
4TH
MATH
HARD HARD HARD HARD
HARD
ENGLISH/LANG. ARTS HARD HARD HARD HARD
HARD
HARD HARD HARD HARD
HARD
SCIENCE/SOCIAL
STUDIES
P. E.
SOFT SOFT SOFT
SOFT
SOFT
SPECIALS
SOFT SOFT SOFT
SOFT
SOFT
Hard Grades

Soft Grades

Grades 1 – 5
A 90-100 Excellent
B 80 - 89 Above Average
C 70 - 79 Average
D 60 - 69 Below Average
F 0 - 59 Failing

Grades K-5
E - 90 – 100
S - 80 – 89
N - 70 – 79
U – 0 - 69
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5TH
HARD
HARD
HARD
SOFT
SOFT

Excellent
Satisfactory
Needs Improvement
Unsatisfactory
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All grades .5 and above shall be rounded up to the next whole number. No plus or
minus symbols shall be used.

PROMOTION PRE-K THROUGH 5TH GRADE
Promotion in Kindergarten is based on an evaluation of each student's achievement in
English/Language Arts (ELA) and mathematics. For promotion in grades 1-5 a student
must have a passing grade in English/Language Arts (ELA) and mathematics. It is the
intent of the Legislature that each student’s progression from one grade to another be
determined, in part, upon satisfactory performance in English Language Arts, social
studies, science, and mathematics; that district school board policies facilitate student
achievement; that each student and his or her parent be informed of that student’s
academic progress; and that students have access to educational options that provide
academically challenging coursework or accelerated instruction pursuant to
(s. 1002.3105. (s.1008.25(1), F.S.)
The basis of promotion should include formative and summative assessment and
teacher recommendation. The initial responsibility for determining each student's level
of performance and ability to function academically, at the next grade level is that of the
classroom teacher; however, the final decision as to grade placement is the
responsibility of the principal.
For Kindergarten promotion to first grade is based on the following minimal critical
criteria and is at the discretion of the principal, kindergarten students must
demonstrate 90% accuracy in letter recognition (upper and lower case) and letter
sounds and demonstrate 90% accuracy in reading and writing numbers 0 - 20.
Kindergarten students must also show 80% mastery of grade appropriate high
frequency words.
Additionally, in Grade 3, all students including ESE students required to take the Florida
State Assessments and English Language Learners with more than 2 years of
instruction in English must score level 2 or higher on the Grade 3 ELA portion of the
Florida State Assessments, to be promoted.
Third-grade students provided intensive remediation in reading for two or more years
but still demonstrate a deficiency in reading and who were previously retained in K-3 for
a total of two years may not be retained for more than 1 year in 3rd grade. (If promoted
under this exemption or good cause exemption, intensive reading instruction must
include an altered instructional day that includes specialized diagnostic information and
specific reading strategies for each student). Intensive reading instruction for students
promoted for good cause must include an altered instructional day based upon an
academic plan that includes specialized diagnostic information and specific reading
strategies for each student. The Glades County School Board will assist schools and
teachers in the implementation of reading strategies that research has shown to be
successful in improving reading among low performing readers. (s. 1008.25(6)(b), F.S.)
ESE students identified as emotional behavioral disabled, intellectual disabled, hearing
impaired/deaf, physically disabled or specific learning disabled will be promoted based
21
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on the recommendation of the ESE teacher and regular classroom teacher, as
appropriate, after evaluating the student's progress. This review/evaluation will include
the student's Individual Education Plan and mastery of regular education promotion
requirements.
English Language Learners (ELL’s) must meet the same criteria as non-ELL students
for promotion. These students will be provided with assistance using ELL strategies
until proficiency in English is achieved.

READING DEFICIENCY AND PARENTAL NOTIFICATION (K-5)
Reading Deficiency
Any student who exhibits a substantial deficiency in reading, based upon locally
determined or statewide assessments conducted in kindergarten or grades 1, 2, or 3, or
through teacher observations, must be given intensive reading instruction immediately
following the identification of the reading deficiency.
The student’s reading proficiency must be reassessed by locally determined
assessments or through teacher observations at the beginning of the grade following
the intensive reading instruction immediately following the identification of the reading
deficiency. (s. 1008.25(5)(a), F.S.)
Parental Notification
The parent of any student in K-3 who exhibits a substantial deficiency in reading must
be notified in writing of the following: (S. 1008.25(5)(cd), F.S.)
 that the child has a substantial reading deficiency including a description and
explanation, in terms understandable to the parent, of the exact nature of the
student’s difficulty in learning and lack of achievement in reading.
 a description of current and proposed supplemental instructional services
provided to the child to remediate the reading deficiency
 that if the child’s reading deficiency is not remediated by the end of grade 3, the
child must be retained unless he or she is exempt from mandatory retention for
good cause (s. 1008.25(5)(b), F.S.)
 Strategies, including multisensory strategies, through a read-at-home plan the parent
can use in helping his or her child succeed in reading strategies for parents to use in
helping their child succeed.
 That the statewide, standardized English Language Arts assessment is not the sole
determiner of promotion and that additional evaluations, portfolio reviews, and
assessments are available to the child to assist parents and the school district in
knowing when a child is reading at or above grade level and ready for grade
promotion.
 The district’s specific criteria and policies for a portfolio and the evidence required
for a student to demonstrate mastery of Florida’s academic standards for English
Language Arts. A school must immediately begin collecting evidence for a portfolio
when a student in grade 3 is identified as being at risk of retention or upon the request
of the parent, whichever occurs first.
 The district’s specific criteria and policies for midyear promotion. Midyear promotion
means promotion of a retained student at any time during the year of retention once
22
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the student has demonstrated ability to read at grade level.
 Information about the student’s eligibility for the New Worlds Reading Initiative under
s. 1003.485 and information on parent training modules and other reading
engagement resources available through the initiative.
After intial notification, the school shall apprise the parent at least monthly of the
student’s progress in response to the intensive interventions and supports. Such
communications must be in writing and must explain any additional interventions or
supports that will be implemented to accelerate the student’s progress if the interventions
and supports already being implemented have not resulted in improvement
Parental Notification-Retained Third Graders
 the district must provide written notification to the parent of any third grade
student retained because of the state’s Florida State Assessments reading
requirement:
o that the child has not met the proficiency level required for promotion
o the reasons the child is not eligible for a good cause exemption (s.
1008.25(67)(b), F.S.)
 the notification must comply with the new provisions of (s. 1002.20(14), F.S.,) and
must include a description of proposed interventions and supports that will be
provided to the child to remediate the identified areas of reading deficiency
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Credit Acceleration Program (CAP)
The purpose of the Credit Acceleration Program (CAP) is to allow a K-12 student to
earn high school credit in a course that requires a statewide, standardized EOC
assessment if the student attains a specified score on the assessment. Nor
withstanding s.1003.436, F.S., definition of credit, a school district shall award course
credit to a student who is not in the course, or who has not completed the course, if the
student attains a score indicating satisfactory performance, as defined in s. 1008.22,
(3)(c)5, on the corresponding statewide, standardized EOC assessment. The district
shall permit a student who is not enrolled in the course, or who has not completed the
course, to take the standardized EOC assessment during the regular administration of
the assessment.
Alternatives to Promotion for Elementary Students
Students who do not satisfactorily achieve state and district standards for the grade
level to which they are assigned shall either be:
 remediated before the beginning of the next school year and promoted;
 promoted and remediated during the following school year with more intensive
intervention and remediation strategies;
 retained and remediated in a different program;
Students who demonstrate, through a student portfolio, that they are reading on grade
level as evidenced by demonstration of mastery of the Florida State Standards /Next
Generation Sunshine State Standards in reading equal to at least a Level 2
performance on Florida State Assessments;
Third-grade students provided intensive remediation in reading for two or more years
but still demonstrate a deficiency in reading and who were previously retained in K-3 for
a total of two years. (If promoted under this exemption, intensive reading instruction
must include an altered instructional day that includes specialized diagnostic information
and specific reading strategies). Intensive reading instruction for students promoted for
good cause must include an altered instructional day based upon an academic plan that
includes specialized diagnostic information and specific reading strategies for each
student. The Glades County School Board will assist schools and teachers in the
implementation of reading strategies that research has shown to be successful in
improving reading among low performing readers. (s. 1008.25(6)(b), F.S.)
K-3 READ Initiative – Reading Enhancement and Acceleration Development
Initiative The focus of K-3 READ Initiative is to prevent the retention of grade 3
students and to offer intensive accelerated reading instruction to: (s. 1008.25(7)(b)7,
F.S.)
 grade 3 students who failed to meet standards for promotion to grade 4
 each K-3 student who is assessed as exhibiting a reading deficiency
The Glades County School District READ Initiative will:
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 be provided to all K-3 students at risk of retention as identified by the statewide
assessment system used in Reading First schools that measures phonemic
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension.
 be provided during regular school hours in addition to the regular reading
instruction
 provide state identified reading curriculum that has been reviewed by the Florida
Center for Reading Research at Florida State University and meets, as a
minimum, the following specifications:
o assists students with a reading deficiency in developing the ability to read
at grade level
o provides skill development in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency,
vocabulary, and comprehension
o provides scientifically based and reliable assessment
o provides initial and ongoing analysis of each student’s reading progress
o is implemented during regular school hours
o provides a curriculum in core academic subjects to assist the student in
maintaining or meeting proficiency levels for the appropriate grade in all
academic subjects.
Successful Progression for Retained Third-Grade Readers (s. 1008.25(7)(a))
Retained students will be provided intensive interventions in reading to ameliorate the
student’s specific reading deficiency, as identified by a valid and reliable diagnostic
assessment.
This intensive interventions will include:





Evidence-based, explicit, systematic, and multisensory reading instruction in
phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension and other
strategies prescribed by the school district.
Participation in the school district’s summer reading camp, which must incorporate the
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instructional and intervention strategies.
A minimum of 90 minutes of daily, uninterrupted reading instruction incorporating the
instructional and intervention strategies. This instruction may include:
o Coordinated integration of content-rich texts in science and civic literacy
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within the 90-minute block.
o Small group instruction.
o Reduced teacher-student ratios.
o More frequent progress monitoring.
o Tutoring or mentoring.
o Transition classes containing 3rd and 4th grade students.
o Extended school day, week, or year
 effective instructional strategies
 participation in summer reading camp
 appropriate teaching methodologies necessary to assist those students in
becoming successful readers, able to read at or above grade level and ready for
promotion to the next grade
25
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The Glades County School District will
 Provide written notification to the parent of a student who is retained in third grade
that his or her child has not met the proficiency level required for promotion and the
reasons the child is not eligible for a good cause exemption. The notification must
include a description of proposed interventions and supports that will be provided to
the child to remediate the identified areas of reading deficiency.
 Implement a policy for the midyear promotion of a student retained under
paragraph (5)(c) who can demonstrate that he or she is a successful and
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independent reader and performing at or above grade level in reading or, upon
implementation of English Language Arts assessments, performing at or above
grade level in English Language Arts. Tools that school districts may use in
reevaluating a student retained may include subsequent assessments, alternative
assessments, and portfolio reviews. Students promoted during the school year after
November 1 must demonstrate proficiency levels in reading equivalent to the level
necessary for the beginning of grade 4. The student must demonstrate that the
student’s progress is sufficient to master appropriate grade 4 level reading skills.
 Provide students who are retained with a highly effective teacher as determined by
the teacher’s performance evaluation under s. 1012.34, and the teacher must also
be certified or endorsed in reading.
 Establish at each school, when applicable, an intensive reading acceleration course
for any student retained in grade 3 who was previously retained in kindergarten,
grade 1, or grade 2. The intensive reading acceleration course must provide the
following:
o Uninterrupted reading instruction for the majority of student contact time
each day and opportunities to master the grade 4 Next Generation Sunshine
State Standards in other core subject areas through content-rich texts.
o Small group instruction.
o Reduced teacher-student ratios.
o The use of explicit, systematic, and multisensory reading interventions,
including intensive language, phonics, and vocabulary instruction, and use of
a speech-language therapist if necessary, that have proven results in
accelerating student reading achievement within the same school year.
 A read-at-home plan.
 implement a school wide progress monitoring system that will include required
federal plans for third grade students who did not score above Level 1 on the
reading Florida State Assessments and did not meet the criteria for one of the
good cause exemptions.
 address additional supports and services needed to remediate the identified areas of
reading deficiency.
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The Glades County School District will
 complete a student portfolio for each such student
 provide students who are retained with intensive instructional services and
support to remediate identified areas of reading deficiency, including a minimum
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of 90 minutes of daily, uninterrupted scientifically research-based reading
instruction and other strategies prescribed by the school district, which may
include, but are not limited to:
o small group instruction
o reduced teacher-student ratios
o more frequent progress monitoring
o tutoring or mentoring
o transition classes containing 3rd and 4th grade students
o extended school day, week or year
o summer reading camps
Students who are retained in third grade will be provided with a high performing teacher
as determined by student performance data and above-satisfactory performance
appraisals.
In addition to required reading enhancement and acceleration strategies, the Glades
County School District will provide parents of students to be retained with at least one of
the following instructional options:
 supplemental tutoring in scientifically research-based reading service in addition
to the regular reading block, including tutoring before and/or after school
 a “Read at Home” plan outlined in a parental compact including participation in
regular parent-guided home reading
 a mentor or tutor with specialized reading training
Intensive Acceleration Class for Retained Third Graders (s. 1008.25(7)(b)8, F.S.)
The Glades County School District will establish at each school, where applicable, an
Intensive Acceleration Class for retained grade 3 students who subsequently score at
Level 1 on Florida State ELA Assessments. The focus of the Intensive Acceleration
Class is to increase a child’s reading level at least two grade levels in one school year.
The Intensive Acceleration Class will
 be provided to any student in grade 3 who scores at Level 1 on Florida State ELA
Assessments and who was retained in grade 3 the prior year because of scoring
at Level 1 on Florida State ELA Assessments
 have a reduced teacher-student ratio
 provide uninterrupted reading instruction for the majority of student contact time
 each day incorporate opportunities to master the grade 4 Florida State Standards
/Next Generation Sunshine State Standards in other core subject areas using a
reading program that is scientifically research-based and has proven results in
accelerating student reading achievement within the same school year
 provide intensive language and vocabulary instruction using a scientifically
research-based program
 include weekly progress monitoring measures to ensure progress is being made
Transitional Instructional Setting for Retained Third Graders
The Glades County School District will provide a student who has been retained in
grade 3 and who has received intensive instructional services, but is still not ready for
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grade promotion as determined by the school district, the option of being placed in a
transitional instructional setting. Such setting must specifically be designed to produce
learning gains sufficient to meet grade 4 performance standards while continuing to
remediate the areas of reading deficiency. (s. 1008.25(7)(b)10, F.S.)
Mid-year Promotion for Retained Third Graders (s. 1008.25(7)(b)4, F.S.)
Mid-year promotion means promotion of a retained student at any time during the year
of retention once the student has demonstrated ability to read at grade level.
Tools that the Glades County School District may use in reevaluating any student
retained will include:
 subsequent assessments in core curriculum and Just Read, Florida
 alternative assessments as recommended by the State Department of Education
portfolio reviews, in accordance with the rules of the State Board of Education
Students promoted during the school year after November 1 must demonstrate
proficiency above that required to score at Level 2 on the grade 3 Florida State
Assessments. The State Board of Education will adopt standards that provide a
reasonable expectation that the student’s progress is sufficient to master appropriate 4th
grade level reading skills.
The Glades County School District will comply with rules for mid-year promotion as
established by the State Department of Education.

RETENTION
Any student who does not meet the requirements for promotion may be retained.
Student retention is viewed as one procedure that may allow students additional time to
master skills before being faced with more advanced work.
Any grade 3 student scoring Level 1 on the ELA Portion of the Florida State
Assessments must be retained, unless exempted from mandatory retention for good
cause or has been previously retained in kindergarten, grade 1, grade 2, or grade 3 for
a total of 2 years. A student may not be retained more than once in grade 3. No student
may be retained due to Limited English Proficiency.

ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT (s. 1008.25(2)(c), F.S.)
The district will provide appropriate alternative placement for a student who has been
retained two or more years. The nature of the alternative placement is determined by
the school district.

SUMMER PROGRAM
Eligibility for membership in a program scheduled for more than 180 days shall be
limited to the following students:
 Students who have not met the proficiency requirements for promotion and are
recommended for retention.
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 Students who have been identified as needing remediation in the areas of
reading, writing, and/or mathematics.
 Kindergarten through fifth grade students who have not mastered the essential
reading or mathematics skills as outlined in the B.E.S.T. Florida State
Standards /Next Generation Sunshine State Standards.

GRADES 6-8 (MIDDLE SCHOOL)
CURRICULUM
MIDDLE SCHOOL PROGRAM OF STUDY (s. 1003.42 F.S.)
State Mandated Programs
The curriculum is based on the Florida State Standards /Next Generation Sunshine
State Standards in language arts, mathematics, science, social studies, the arts, and
health and P.E. These subjects will be provided according to a regular schedule
developed by the school staff and approved by the Superintendent. The content may
be presented through an integrated approach.
Members of the instructional staff of the Glades County School District, subject to the
rules of the State Board of Education and the district school board, shall teach efficiently
and faithfully, using the books and materials required that meet the highest standards
for professionalism and historical accuracy, following the prescribed courses of study,
and employing approved methods of instruction, the following: (s. 1003.42(2), F.S.)
 The history and content of the Declaration of Independence, including national
sovereignty, natural law, self-evident truth, equality of all persons, limited
government, popular sovereignty, and inalienable rights of life, liberty and
property, and how it forms the philosophical foundation of our government
 The arguments in support of adopting our republican form of government, as they
are embodied in the most important of the Federalist Papers
 The essentials of the United States Constitution and how it provides the structure
of our government
 Flag education, including proper flag display and flag salute
 The elements of civil government shall include the primary functions of and
interrelationships between the Federal Government, the state, and its counties,
municipalities, school districts, and special districts
 The history of the United States including the period of discovery, early colonies,
the war for independence, the Civil War, the expansion of the United States to its
present boundaries, the world wars, and the civil rights movement to the present.
American history shall be viewed as factual, not as constructed, shall be viewed
as knowable, teachable, and testable, and shall be defined as the creation of a
new nation based largely on the universal principles stated in the Declaration of
Independence.
 The History of the Holocaust (1933-1945), the systematic, planned annihilation of
European Jews and other groups of Nazi Germany, a watershed event in the
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history of humanity, an understanding of the ramifications of prejudice, and
racism, and stereotyping, and an examination of what it means to be a
responsible and respectful person, for the purpose of encouraging tolerance of
diversity in a pluralistic society and for nurturing and protecting democratic values
and institutions
The history of African Americans, including the history of African people before
the political conflicts that led to the development of slavery, the passage to
America, the enslavement experience, abolition, and the contributions of African
Americans to society.
The elementary principles of agriculture. (6-8)
The true effects of all alcoholic and intoxicating liquors and beverages and
narcotics upon the human body and mind.
The history of the state
The conservation of the natural resources
Comprehensive health education that addresses concepts of community health;
consumer health; environmental health; family life; including an awareness of the
benefits of abstinence as the expected standards and the consequences of
teenage pregnancy; mental and emotional health; injury prevention and safety;
nutrition, personal health; prevention and control of disease; and substance use
and abuse
Such additional materials, subjects, courses, or fields of such grades as are
prescribed by law or by rules of the Secretary of Education and the school board
in fulfilling the requirements of law
The study of Hispanic contributions to the United States
The study of women’s contributions to the United States
The nature and importance of free enterprise to the United State's economy
A character-development program, similar to Character First or Character
Counts. Such a program may be secular in nature. The character development
curriculum shall stress the qualities of patriotism; responsibility; citizenship;
kindness; respect for authority, life, liberty, and personal property; honesty;
charity; self-control; racial, ethnic, and religious tolerance; and cooperation.
In order to encourage patriotism, the sacrifices that veterans have made in
serving our country and protecting democratic values worldwide. Such instruction
may occur on or before Veteran’s Day and Memorial Day. Members of the
instructional staff are encouraged to use the assistance of local veterans when
practicable
Celebrate Freedom Week is required to be recognized in the public schools each
September and requiring a portion of the Declaration of Independence to be
recited daily by students during that week. (Section1003.421(1), F.S.)

The following exceptions will be made:
 Any student whose parent or guardian makes a written request to the school
principal shall be exempted from the teaching of reproductive health or disease,
including HIV/AIDS, its symptoms, development, and treatment. A student so
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exempted may not be penalized by reason of that exemption. Course
descriptions for comprehensive health shall not interfere with the local
determination of an appropriate curriculum which reflects local values and
concerns. (Section 1003.42(3), F.S.)
Upon written request by a student’s parent, the student may be excused from the
recitation of the Declaration of Independence. (Section 1003.421(4), F.S.)
Exceptional Student Education services will be provided for eligible students.
At the middle grades, the gifted courses elective may be substituted for a core
curriculum course and become part of the promotion requirements.
Physical education requirements may be waived for a student by the principal
upon receipt of a doctor’s written recommendation or if the student meets any of
the following requirements:
o The student is enrolled or required to enroll in a remedial class
o The student’s parent indicates in writing to the school that:
o The parent requests that the student enroll in another course from
among those courses offered as options by the school district: or
o The student is participating in physical activities outside the school
day which are equal to or in excess of the mandated requirement.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PROMOTION TO HIGH SCHOOL
District requirements:
English/Language 3 years or the equivalent
Arts
Math
3 years or the equivalent
Science
3 years or the equivalent
Social Studies
3 years or the equivalent including Civics
Reading
Level 1 and 2 as Requires by State Statuterecommended
Physical Education equivalent of 1 semester each year in grades 6-8
Career Education 1 course meeting the career and education planning
requirements in the 7th or 8th grade.
(S.1003.4156(1)(a)5, F.S.)
Health
the equivalent of 9 weeks instruction for each grade
Band/Music
May be substituted for another course with the guidance
and instructor approval
Elective
3 years or the equivalent
All middle schools must offer at least one high school level mathematics course
for which a student may earn high school credit.
Exceptions to the above requirements may be made if requested by the principal and
approved by the Superintendent.
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According to the Glades County School District Reading Plan, each year in which a
student scores at Level 1 on the Florida State Assessment ELA, the student will be
enrolled in and complete and intensive reading course. or a content area course in
which reading strategies are delivered shall be determined by diagnosis of reading
needs. All intervention courses will be taught by a reading endorsed teacher. Any
content area course that is meeting the needs of the Level 2 readers must be a
NGCAR-PD trained teacher or reading endorsed.

RETENTION
Grade Level Designation
Students will advance from one grade level designation to the next based upon
completion of a school year of attendance. This will be known as the zeroprogression plan, whereby students begin their first year of middle school as a
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6th grade student, their second year as a 7th grade student, and their third year
as an 8th grade student. Students will then remain an 8th grade student until all
promotion requirements are met.
Students who do not achieve expected outcomes for the grade to which they are
assigned may be retained in the same grade for the next school year and may be
assigned to a different program if eligible.
Alternatives to Promotion in Grades 6-8 (S. 1003.4156)
Students who do not satisfactorily achieve state and district standards for the grade
level to which they are assigned shall either be:
 remediated before the beginning of the next school year and promoted
 promoted and remediated during the following school year with more intensive
intervention and remediation strategies
 retained and remediated in different programs

MASTERY OF STATE STANDARDS
Mastery of state performance standards is a condition for high school graduation.
Students shall satisfactorily master 60% of course state standards for a program before
credit will be awarded. State performance standards for all high school courses are
listed in the course descriptions document.

CLASSROOM GRADES

SEE PAGE 6-728

GRADING
Year-long grades shall be a numerical average of the four nine-week percentage
grades. Nine week grades will be expressed on the district report card with the
following equivalencies:
33
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Grade
A
B
C
D
F
I

Percent

Value

90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
0-59
0

4
3
2
1
0
0

Definition
outstanding progress
above average progress
average progress
lowest acceptable progress
failure
incomplete (all incomplete
grades will be changed to
final grades within ten days.)

All grades .5 and above shall be rounded up to the next whole number. No plus or
minus symbols shall be used.
Semester grades shall be averaged using the following process:
The two nine-week percentage grades and the semester exam/District EOC percentage
grade will be averaged to determine the semester grade. Semester exams/District EOC
must count as 10% of final grade. Semester courses are defined according to the
Florida Course Code Directory. EOC exams and semester exams can be one in the
same.
Semester Exams
Semester exams will be required of all students taking high school credit courses.
Exams may take the form of criterion referenced tests, teacher made tests, projects,
performances, or presentations. Other performance measurement systems may be
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used as approved by the school principal. All semester exams and competency tests
must be approved by the principal of his/her designee two weeks prior to the exam.
District EOC exams will be created by a district committee.

END OF COURSE REQUIREMENTS (EOC)
Algebra I EOC
 Successful completion of a high school level Algebra I or Geometry course is
not contingent upon the student’s performance on the statewide, standardized
end-of-course (EOC) assessment. To earn high school credit for Algebra I, a
middle grades student must take the statewide, standardized Algebra I EOC
assessment and pass the course, and in addition, beginning with the 20132014 school year and thereafter, a student’s performance on the Algebra I
EOC assessment constitutes 30 percent of the student’s final course grade.
 A student completing Algebra I or an equivalent course must take the Algebra I
EOC.
 Algebra I EOC is pass/fail. Students will not receive Algebra I credit if they fail.
Civics EOC Assessment
 A student’s performance on the statewide administered Civics EOC Assessment
must constitute 30% of the student’s final course grade.
 Requirement for middle grades transfer students (see pg. 9)
Geometry EOC
 A student completing Geometry or an equivalent course must take the Geometry
EOC.
 Geometry EOC is 30% of the student’s final course grade.

PROMOTION
To be promoted to the 9th grade, a student must successfully complete the academic
courses as follows:
 3 courses in English/Language Arts
 3 courses in math (all middle schools must offer at least one high school level
mathematics course for which a student may earn high school credit)
 3 courses in science
 3 courses in social studies (at least one semester of state & federal
government/civics)
 1 course meeting the career and education planning requirements in the 7th or
8th grade. (S.1003.4156(1)(a)5, F.S.)
Alternatives to Promotion in Grades 6-8 (S. 1003.4156)
Students who do not satisfactorily achieve state and district standards for the grade
level to which they are assigned shall either be:
 remediated before the beginning of the next school year and promoted
 promoted and remediated during the following school year with more intensive
intervention and remediation strategies
35
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 retained and remediated in different programs
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RETENTION
Students who do not achieve expected outcomes for the grade to which they are
assigned may be retained in the same grade for the next school year and may be
assigned to a different program if eligible.

ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT (s. 1008.25 (2)(c) F.S., s. 1008.25 (3)(b)
F.S.
The district will provide appropriate alternative placement for a student who has been
retained two or more years. The nature of the alternative placement is determined by
the school district.

COURSE RECOVERY
A middle school student may take courses through any Glades County School District
approved course recovery program to repeat a failed course. Completion of these
courses will be taken into consideration when determining promotion or retention of
middle school students.
A student who has received a D or lower in reading, language arts, science,
mathematics or social studies may attend for remediation. Special programs may be
offered as approved by the superintendent. A grade report will be sent to parents upon
completion of the summer program.
The grade will be added to the permanent record.

ACCELERATED PROGRAMS
A 6th, 7th, or 8th grade student may take a course listed in the high school Course of
Study, provided scheduling is possible. Such courses will meet all 9-12 requirements.
Credit toward high school graduation will be awarded upon successful completion of
these courses. Middle school students taking high school courses for high school credit
who get a grade of “C”, “D”, or “F” may have their grade replaced with a “C” or higher in
the same or comparable course taken subsequently. (Section 1003.4282(6), F.S.)

ACADEMICALLY CHALLENGING CURRICULUM TO ENHANCE
LEARNING (ACCEL) (S. 1002.3105(5), F.S.)
Each school must offer the following ACCEL options: whole-grade and midyear
promotion; subject matter acceleration and virtual instruction in higher grade-level
subjects. Additional ACCEL options may include, but are not limited to enriched
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) coursework; enrichment
programs; flexible grouping, advanced academic courses, combined classes and selfpaced instruction.
Factors considered in making this placement decision shall include, but not be limited
to, the student’s academic history, standardized test performance, current final exam
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performance, the student’s attendance and conduct record. Placement decisions shall
be made on a case-by-case basis and the decision of the principal is final. All
placement decisions shall be made on an annual basis and students shall be required
to petition the principal each year they wish to enroll in the above grade level courses.
If a student participates in an ACCEL option pursuant to a parent’s request, a
performance contract may be executed by the student, the parent, and the principal. If
a principal initiates a student’s participation in an ACCEL option, the student’s parent
must be notified. A performance contract is not required when a principal initiates
participation but may be used at the discretion of the principal.

GRADES 9-12 (HIGH SCHOOL)
PARENT NOTIFICATION OF GRADUATION OPTIONS
The district school board shall provide each student in grades 6-9 and their parents with
information concerning the three-year and four-year high school graduation options
listed in (s.1003.429(1), F.S.,) including the respective curriculum requirements for
those options, so that the students and their parents may select the postsecondary
education or career plan that best fits their needs. The information shall include a
timeframe for achieving each graduation option. (s.1003.429(3), F.S.)

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
24 credits (4 year option)
English Language Arts (ELA) – 4 credits
Mathematics – 4 credits (Includes Algebra I and Geometry)
Science –3 credits (Includes Biology)
Social Studies – 3 credits (Includes World History, American History, and American
Government, and Economics – Finacial Literacy is included in Economics)
 Physical Education – 1 credit
 Fine and Performing Arts, Speech and Debate or Practical Arts – 1 credit
 Electives – 8 credits
 Online Course –1 course






18- credit ACCEL – (3 year option)

All graduation requirements for a 24-credit standard diploma based on grade 9
cohort must be met except for the following:
 3 elective credits are required instead of 8
 Physical Education is not required
 Online course is not required

MASTERY OF STATE STANDARDS
Mastery of state performance standards is a condition for high school graduation.
Students shall satisfactorily master 60% of course state standards for a program before
credit will be awarded. State performance standards for all high school courses are
listed in the course descriptions document.
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CLASSROOM GRADES
The classroom teacher has the responsibility for assessing and grading each
student’s performance. This decision must be based on using 3 categories weighted
as follows:




Assessments: 40%
Mini Assessments: 30%
Practice: 30%

Each nine weeks there should be a minimum of two grades in each of the
Assessment and Mini Assessment Categories. The Practice category should include
one grade per week. Each subject/grade level within a school should collaborate to
determine the category title and which assignments
Teachers shall maintain documentation for each student's grades at all times. The
teacher’s grade book is the official document. Students and parents are strongly
encouraged to review grades frequently. Changes in a student's grade may be made
by the principal to correct the grade only when the need for such change can be
justified as a result of an error in computation, transposing, and/or recording of
grades. Teachers shall be notified of such changes.

HIGH SCHOOL GRADING SYSTEM (s. 1003.437, F.S.)
The system and interpretation for grading shall be as follows:
Grade

Percent

Value

A
B
C
D
F
I

90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
0-59
0

4
3
2
1
0
0

Definition
Outstanding progress
Above average progress
Average progress
Lowest acceptable progress
Failure
Incomplete (All incomplete grades
will be changed to final grades within
ten days.)

All grades .5 and above shall be rounded up to the next whole number. No plus or
minus symbols shall be given.

GRADE CALCULATION
Students in grades 9-12 are required to take semester examinations unless the course
is an EOC State Tests Subject. The examinations will be calculated into semester
course grade according to the following chart:
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GRADING CALCULATION IN COURSES WITH A SEMESTER EXAM
High School 0.5 Course Credit Grade Calculation
SEMESTER 1 GRADE

SEMESTER 2 GRADE
QTR 3 GRADE X 0.45 + QTR 4 GRADE X 0..45+
SEM 2 EXAM GRADE X 0.10
= SEM 2 GRADE

QUARTER (QTR) 1 GRADE X 0.45 + QTR 2
GRADE
X 0.45 + SEM 1 EXAM GRADE X 0.10
= SEM 1 GRADE

GRADING CALCULATION IN COURSES ASSESSED WITH A STATE
OF FLORIDA EOC ASSESSMENT
Florida law requires students who are enrolled in a high-school-level course that
requires an EOC assessment (Algebra I, Geometry, Biology I and U.S. History) to
participate in the EOC assessment (s. 1008.22(3), F.S.). The EOC assessment results
will count for 30% of a student’s final year grade.
The following scale will be used for assigning a grade value to EOC achievement levels
when calculating the 30% EOC component of the final year grade. If the related EOC
course is weighted, then additional GPA values will be added to determine the HCSDweighted GPA (refer to “Grading Scale” subsection of the “High School (9-12)” section
of this SPP).
EOC Achievement Levels

Grade

Unweighted GPA Value

5
4

A

4

B
C
D
F

3
2
1
0

3
2
1
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The following final year course grade calculation will be applied for all courses that
require a State EOC assessment:
Courses Assessed with a State of Florida EOC Assessment
SEM 1 Grade

SEM 2 Grade

Final Year Grade

Quarter (QTR) 1 grade
× 0.50 + QTR 2 grade × 0.50
= SEM 1 Grade

Quarter (QTR) 3 grade
× 0.50 + QTR 4 grade × 0.50
= SEM 2 Grade

SEM 1 Grade × 0.35
+ SEM 2 Grade × 0.35
+ EOC Assessment Grade
× 0.30 = Final Year Grade

For any yearlong course that requires an EOC, the grade will be awarded in the form of
a yearlong grade that is calculated using the formula above. If a student enrolled in an
EOC assessed course does not earn a valid score on the EOC assessment as a result
of invalidation or fails to take the EOC on any regular or makeup dates provided during
the term the student is enrolled in the course, the student will have value of “0” entered
as the student’s EOC grade for that course and the 0% will be applied as 30% of the
yearlong course grade until the student participates in the EOC and yields a valid score.

SEMESTER EXAMS
Semester exams will be required of all students. Exams may take the form of criterion
referenced tests, teacher made tests, projects, performances, or presentations. Other
performance measurement systems may be used as approved by the school principal.
All semester exams and competency tests must be approved by the principal or his/her
designee two weeks prior to the exam. District EOC exams will be created by a district
committee.
 Semester exams will not be given before the scheduled exam week. (Note: A
district school board may decrease the minimum number of days of instruction by
up to five days for twelfth grade students for purposes of graduation without
proportionate reduction in funding.) A waiver may be granted if requested by the
principal and approved by the superintendent.
 Exemption of semester exams will be at the discretion of the board.

GRADE FORGIVENESS POLICY
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Beginning in the 2000-2001 school year and each year thereafter, forgiveness policies for
required courses shall be limited to replacing a grade of “D” or “F,” or the equivalent of a
grade of “D” or “F,” with a grade of “C” or higher, or the equivalent of a grade of “C” or
higher, earned subsequently in the same or comparable course. (Section 1003.43)

GRADE FORGIVENESS FOR DUAL ENROLLMENT COURSES TAKEN
FOR HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT
Glades County School District will abide by the grade forgiveness policy of the
College/University with whom the District has a written articulation agreement. The
student must provide the School with a transcript from the College/University showing
that the class was retaken and the grade was replaced or forgiven.

TRANSFER STUDENTS
Students who enter a Florida public school at the eleventh or twelfth grade from out of
state or from a foreign country shall not be required to spend additional time in a Florida
public school in order to meet the high school course requirements if the students has
met all requirements of the school district, state, or country from which he or she is
transferring. Such students who are not proficient in English should receive immediate
and intensive instruction in English language acquisition. However, to receive a
standard high school diploma, a transfer student must earn a 2.0 grade point average
and pass the grade 10 Florida State Assessments required in Section 1009.22(3)F.S. or
an alternate assessment as described in Section 1008.22(9)F.S. (Section
1003.433.F.S.)
If a transfer/new student brings in grades from a previous school, then those grades are
to be averaged into the grades earned in Glades County schools.
If a transfer/new student does not bring in grades from a previous school (for example,
he/she has been attending a school on a block schedule) and has not been in
attendance for at least twenty days in the grading period, the student will receive an Iincomplete. If a transfer grade is not received by the end of the next 9 weeks, then the
current 9 week grade will be used to replace the I-incomplete. This process can be
modified with the assistance of the school administrator. However, students enrolled in
courses for credit may be awarded credit if they demonstrate mastery of performance
standards for the course.

MINIMUM ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS
All students in grades 9-12 are required to be enrolled for seven (7) periods each day.
Juniors and Seniors who have passed the Statewide Assessments required for
graduation, or ACT/SAT concordant score and have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or above at
the end of their sophomore year, and are able to meet their graduation course
requirements in six (6) periods or less, may have the privilege of attending school for less
than 7 periods a day provided they are enrolled in dual enrollment classes and/or
executive internship. Examples of off campus privileges include:
1. dual enrollment,
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2. executive Internship

HIGH SCHOOL PARENT NOTIFICATION AT GRADE 10
If, at the end of grade 10, a student is not on track to meet the credit, assessment, or
grade point average requirements of the accelerated graduation option selected, the
school shall notify the parent of the requirements that the student is not currently
meeting, the specific performance necessary in grade 11 for the student to meet the
accelerated graduation requirements, and the right of the student to change to the fouryear program set forth in s. 1003.43, F.S. (s.1003.429(7)(a)-(c), F.S.)

END OF COURSE REQUIREMENTS (EOC)
Algebra I, Geometry, US History and Biology EOC assessment requirement must be
met in order for a student to earn the required credit in each course. (See pg. 41-43)

WEIGHTED GRADE SYSTEM (S.1003.437)
The regular district grade point weighting system is based upon the following values:
A = 4 points, B = 3 points, C = 2 points, and D = 1 point. These values are used in the
determination of student grade point averages. Certain specified advanced level
courses are designated to be given weighted grade point values as a reward for more
rigorous course requirements and to encourage able students to undertake more
challenging programs. A grade in a course that is level 3 or above and leads to an
industry certification may be weighted the same as a grade in an Honors course.
Advanced placement courses, all state level III courses, the third, fourth, and fifth year
of foreign languages, Dual Enrollment courses and other courses pre-approved by the
School Board taken will be given weighted credit. The high school guidance counselor
can provide further information.
 Semester letter grades will be converted to grade points with an additional point
for weighted classes (A = 5 points, B = 4 points, C = 3 points, D = 2 points).
 The grade weighting system for Glades County Schools is used to determine
cumulative GPA, class rank, and some in-school programs. (Colleges,
universities, and scholarship programs use their own criteria for calculating GPA
for college admission and scholarship selection.)
 Pass(P) and Fail(FL) grades will not be used in GPA calculations.

WEIGHTED GPA
The cumulative weighted grade point average includes additional weight for Dual
Enrollment (DE), Advanced Placement (AP), International Baccalaureate (IB), and
Advanced International Certificate of Education (AICE), courses as well as Level III
(Advanced) high school courses.
Note: School Districts must weight dual enrollment courses the same as Advanced
Placement courses when weighted grade point averages are calculated. Alternative
grade calculation or weighting systems that discriminate against dual enrollment
courses are prohibited, s. 1007.271 (8), F.S. See chart below:
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GRADE

OTHER
COURSES

LEVEL III/HONOR COURSES
DUAL ENROLL/AP/IB/AICE

A
B
C
D
F

4
3
2
1
0

5
4
3
2
0

GRADE POINT AVERAGE CALCULATION (GPA)
A student must earn a cumulative grade point average of 2.0 on a 4.0 scale or its
equivalent, in order to graduate. (s. 1003.43(5)(c), F.S. and s.1003.43(5)d, F.S.)
Students in grades 9-12 who have cumulative grade point averages below the required
2.0 level for graduation will be identified and receive counseling and assistance toward
meeting this requirement. (s.1008.25 F.S.)

SENIOR RANKING PROCEDURES (S. 1007.271)
At the end of the first semester of the senior year, the rank in class shall be determined
for each senior student earning a standard diploma. The following procedures shall
apply:
 All grades earned for credit through the first semester of the senior year shal l
be used in determining rank.
 Semester letter grades will be converted to grade points with an additional point
for honor classes, Advance Placement (AP) and dual enrollment.
A = 4 + 1 honor point
B = 3 + 1 honor point
C = 2 + 1 honor point
D = 1 + 1 honor point
F=0
 Grade points will be averaged to the nearest thousandth.
In order to be considered for valedictorian or salutatorian a student must attend his/her
last four semesters of credit at Moore Haven Middle High School and have completed a
minimum of 24 credits.
The valedictorian will be the highest ranked senior(s) who meets the criteria stated in
the above. The salutatorian will be the second highest ranked senior(s) who meets the
criteria. In case of a tie for either position, the recognition will be equally shared. Senior
rankings will be determined by using the district/weighted GPA.
HONORS RECOGNITION
Graduating Seniors will receive honors recognition if they have a state/unweighted GPA
of 3.6. They must have passed Algebra 1 EOC, 10th grade Florida State Assessment
ELA or ACT/SAT concordant score. They must meet all graduation requirements.
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HIGH SCHOOL PARENT NOTIFICATION OF STUDENTS AT-RISK GPA
Parents of students who have a cumulative GPA of less than .5 above the cumulative
GPA required for graduation at the end of each semester in grades 9, 10, 11 and 12
shall be notified that the student is at-risk of not meeting the graduation requirements.
The notice shall contain an explanation of the policies the district has in place to assist
the student in meeting the GPA requirement. (s. 1003.43(5)(e)2, F.S.)

CREDIT ACCUMULATION AND CLASS PLACEMENT
Students may select one of two high school graduation options. (S. 1003.429(1), F.S.)
GRADE
9
10

Four Year 24 Credit Graduation

CREDITS

0 - 4.5 credits
5.0 - 10.5 credits

A freshman may be reclassified as a sophomore, if at the end of the 1st semester he/she has 7.5 credits.
11
11.0-16.5 credits

Formatted Table

A sophomore may be reclassified as a junior, if at the end of the 1st semester he/she has 13.5 credits.
12
17 credits and up
A junior may be reclassified as a senior, if at the end of 1st semester he/she has 20.5 credits.
Graduation
24 credits
18 Credit ACCEL Option
GRADE
CREDITS
9
0 - 5.5 credits
10
6.0 - 11.5 credits
A freshman may be reclassified as a sophomore, if at the end of the 1st semester he/she has 9.5 credits.
11/12
11 credits and up
A sophomore or junior may be reclassified as a senior, if at the end of the 1st semester he/she has 14.5
credits.

GRADE LEVEL DESIGNATION
Students will advance from one grade level designation to the next based upon completion
of a school year of attendance. This will be known as the zero-progression plan, whereby
students begin their first year of high school as freshmen, their second year as sophomores,
their third year as juniors, and culminating with the fourth-year designation as seniors.
Students will then remain at the senior designation until all graduation requirements are met.
Students may only participate in senior year activities once which will be in the year they
meet their requirements for graduation (activities include but are not limited to Grad Bash,
Commencement, etc.) This is to align the district with the State’s tracking of graduation
cohorts and graduation requirements.

EARNING HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT
One full credit for high school graduation is defined as:
 a minimum of 135 hours of instruction in a designated course which contains
student performance standards. The hourly requirement for one-half credit is
defined to be one-half the requirement for a full credit. A student may receive
credit without meeting the minimal hourly requirement if he can demonstrate
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mastery of performance standards. (s. 1003.26 F.S.) This includes awarding
credit for courses taken in the summer program, through performance-based
instruction, block scheduling, or course modifications that combine courses. (s.
1003.436(1)(a), F.S.)
 an equivalent college course credit as determined by the State Board of
Education specified in Section 1003.436(1)(b), F.S.
 remedial and compensatory courses taken in grades 9-12 may only be counted
as elective credit (s.1003.43(2), F.S.)
A student enrolled in a full-year course will receive one-half credit if the student
successfully completes either the first or second half of the course but fails the other
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half and the averaging of the grades obtained in each half would not result in a passing
grade. A student enrolled in a full-year course will receive full credit if the student
successfully completes either the first or second half of the course but fails to
successfully complete the other half and the averaging of the grades in each half results
in a passing grade provided that such additional requirements specified in district school
board policies, such as class attendance, homework, participation, and other indicators
of performance, are successfully completed by the student. (1003.436(2) F.S.)
Other Credit Issues
 Volunteer Credit
 Any course listed in the Florida State Course Code Directory, using
currently adopted curriculum frameworks, may contain a component of
volunteer community services as appropriate. (S. 1003.43(3), F.S.)
 A student may earn a maximum of one-half credit in social studies and
one-half credit elective for student completion of non-paid voluntary
community or school service work. Students must complete a minimum of
75 hours of service in either category. Credit may not be earned for
service provided as a result of court action. The principal is responsible
for approving specific volunteer activities. (S. 1003.43(1)(k), F.S.)
 If any student in grades 9-12 receives a grade of D or F in a required course,
he/she may retake the same or comparable course for the purpose of improving
a grade. A grade of D or F in an elective course may be replaced with a grade of
C or higher by retaking another course. When this occurs, the district is
prohibited from purging the original grade from the student's transcript. (s. 1003.
4282(5), F.S.)
 A student in grades 9-12 who passes a course but retakes the same course to
earn a higher grade may not use the grade earned the first time the student took
the course for elective credit. A course may be used only once for credit.
 A student in a performance based credit program (grades 9-12) may earn more
than seven credits in a school year through an approved course modification
designed to modify time or integrate performance standards. To earn credit in
this program, students must satisfactorily master 60% of student performance
standards for the course.
 No student may be granted credit toward high school graduation for enrollment in
the following program or courses:
 More than a total of nine elective credits in remedial programs
 More than one credit in exploratory career and technical courses
(s.1003.01(4)(a))
 More than three credits in practical arts, family and consumer sciences
classes (s.1003.01(4)(a))
 Any level 1 course unless the student’s assessment indicates a more
rigorous course would be inappropriate, in which case a written
assessment of the need may be included in the IEP or student
performance plan and signed by the principal, guidance counselor, and
the parent if the student is not 18 years or older. (Explanatory note: a
statement as to appropriateness of a level 1 course placed in the
student’s cumulative folder will meet the requirement relating to a
student progression plan.) (s. 1003.43(7), F.S.)
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ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS FOR EARNING COURSE CREDITS
ADULT EDUCATION
A maximum of four credits earned in adult programs may be applied to graduation
requirements for a day school program. The same standards for course content and
performance that apply to the credits earned in the regular assigned school apply to
credits earned in adult education or dual enrolled programs at the Vocational Technical
Centers. The principal or designee shall approve adult education subjects taken for day
school credit.

COURSE RECOVERY
Students may enroll and earn credits in any courses which will count as credit toward
graduation. Courses may be made available if sufficient enrollment is indicated. In
addition, students may retake a course in which they have earned a D or F for the
purpose of meeting the 2.0 GPA requirements for graduation.
A high school student may take courses through any course recovery program
approved by the principal to repeat a failed course, to accrue missing credits, or to
replace any current grade earned that is necessary to raise GPA.

TRANSFER OF CREDITS
Course credit may be transferred from other schools or agencies with the following
conditions:
 Courses and credits at another school, community college or university offered
for acceptance shall be based on an official transcript authenticated by the
proper school authority.
 Courses and credits earned through traditional sources that are accredited by a
regional accrediting association shall be accepted at face value without further
validation.
 Courses and credits earned through alternative delivery systems that are
accredited by a regional accrediting association may be accepted, subject to
validation by the school administration.
 All transferring students must pass the appropriate state assessment.
 Students entering school from a foreign nation, a non-accredited public or private
school, correspondence course study program, or a home education school, and
who are not able to provide a valid transcript or original report cards, shall identify
and describe all courses taken in previous years. This description and
appropriate achievement or subject level tests, where available, shall be utilized
to determine credit and/or grade placement. The principal shall be responsible
for making the decision to award credit from a non-accredited school for courses
which were passed by the student.
 Foreign Exchange Program students may be accepted into the high school for
the cross-cultural experience only; they shall not be eligible for graduation or be
awarded a high school diploma. Students will receive a valid transcript of their
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work while in the district. Students have the option of accepting the grade
earned in the course work or receiving a pass/fail designation for the course
work. (Pass/fail designation prohibits student eligibility for all interscholastic
competition.)
 Students who have a high school diploma from their home country shall not be
eligible for enrollment in the Pre-K through 12th grade program. These students
will be directed to the local college/university.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE CREDIT
A student who is enrolled in and attending classes full-time at the district high school
may earn two credits toward graduation by successfully completing high school
correspondence courses approved by a national and/or regional accrediting agency.
The following criteria must be met before credit through correspondence may be
counted toward the 24 credits necessary for graduation:
 Credit will be accepted according to the district approved guidelines for transfer
of credits.
 The correspondence course(s) must meet state course code directory, state
curriculum frameworks and state performance standards, and must be approved
by a national or regional accrediting agency. (Correspondence courses listed by
the University of Florida meet this accreditation standard.)
 The student must have prior approval from the principal to register for
correspondence work.
 All fees for the correspondence credit course will be the responsibility of the
student.
 Final exams will be proctored by school personnel and forwarded to proper
agency for correspondence credit.

GRADUATION FROM HIGH SCHOOL
Under Florida Statutes, a student completing the high school program may earn one of
the following:

STANDARD DIPLOMA
 A standard diploma will be awarded when a student has successfully completed
the graduation requirements as required by and as set forth by the Glades
County School Board.
o The student must earn credits as outlined by the high school graduation
requirements.
o Section 1008.22 (5) F.S., requires that students earn passing scores on
the Florida State Assessment in reading, and mathematics to qualify for a
standard high school diploma, except as provided in Section 1003.43
(11)(b). see chart on pg. 41-43
o The student must earn a cumulative GPA of at least 2.0.
 A student eligible for and officially placed in an exceptional student education
high school program may be awarded credit toward a standard diploma under
the following conditions:
o completion of a course with regular education students; or
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o completion of an ESE course that covers content, intended outcomes and
student performance standards which are being used in a regular
education course (s. 1003.43(4)(a), F.S.)
If a student completes all requirements for graduation prior to the end of the year,
he/she may exit the high school program at that time and may be awarded a diploma of
graduation with his/her regular class or at a time convenient to the principal.
Students who enter a Florida public school at the eleventh or twelfth grade from out-ofstate or from a foreign country shall not be required to spend additional time in a Florida
public school in order to meet the high school course requirements of the school district,
state, or country from which he or she is transferring. Such students who are not
proficient in English should receive immediate and intensive instruction in English
language acquisition. However, to receive a standard high school diploma, a transfer
student must earn a 2.0 grade point average and pass the grade 10 Florida State
Assessments, specified in s. 1008.22(3), F.S., or an alternate assessment as specified
in s. 1008.22(9), F.S. (s. 1003.433(1) F.S.)
A dependent child of a member of the United States Armed Forces who enters a public
school at the twelfth grade from out of state or from a foreign country and provides
satisfactory proof of attaining a score on an approved alternative assessment that is
concordant to a passing score on the grade 10 Florida State Assessments shall satisfy
the assessment requirement for a standard high school diploma provided in s.
1003.43(5)(s), F.S. For purposes of this section approved alternative assessments are
the SAT and the ACT. (s. 1008.221, F.S.)

Standard High School Diploma Designations
 SCHOLAR DIPLOMA DESIGNATION
In addition to meeting the 24 credit standard diploma requirements (see charts
pg. 41-43) (S.1003.428,F.S. and 1003.4282 a student must satisfy the following
additional requirements:
 Pass the Grade 10 ELA Florida State Assessment
 Earn 1 credit in Algebra II
 Earn 1 credit in Statistics or an equally rigorous mathematics
course
 Pass the Geometry EOC assessment
 Pass the Biology I EOC assessment
 Earn 1 credit in Chemistry or Physics
 Earn 1 credit in a course equally rigorous to Chemistry or Physics
 Pass the U.S. History EOC assessment
 Earn 2 credits in the same World Language
 Earn at least 1 credit in AP, AICE, IB, or a dual enrollment course
(any subject area)
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 MERIT DIPLOMA DESIGNATION
 Meet the standard high school diploma requirements
 Attain 1 or more industry certifications under s.1003.492, F.S.
 CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION (s. 1003.43(10)(b), F.S.)
 A certificate of completion will be granted to a student after a minimum of
at least twelve years of education (excluding kindergarten) when a student
has successfully completed the district requirements and credits for
graduation, but has failed to pass the Florida State Assessments.
 Any student who is otherwise entitled to a certificate of completion may
elect to remain in the secondary school either as a full-time student or as a
part-time student for up to one additional year and receive special
instruction designed to remedy the identified deficiencies. A standard
diploma may be issued if the identified deficiencies are met within the one
year period.
 GRADUATION BY EXAMINATION (s. 1003.435, F.S.)
The following requirements shall govern eligibility of candidates to take the GED
Tests:
 A person who is not currently enrolled in an elementary or secondary
school shall:
 Be at least eighteen years of age at the time of application (However,
persons who are at least sixteen years of age may be permitted to take
the tests upon submission of a statement of justification signed by the
superintendent or designee.)
 Submit an application to an approved testing center on a form adopted in
Rule 6A-1.001.FAC, which provides essential personal and educational
data
 Reside in that state at the time application is made
 A candidate who is currently enrolled in a secondary school shall:
 Be at least sixteen years of age at the time of application
 Complete career planning conferences as defined in Rule 6A-6.71(9),
FAC, with the parent or guardian in attendance if the student is under
eighteen (18) years of age
 Submit an application to an approved testing center on a form adopted in
Rule 6A-1.011, FAC. (This form shall include the approval signature of
the parent or guardian of any student under eighteen (18) years of age.)
 Upon successful completion of the GED Tests as prescribed herein, a candidate
shall be awarded a State of Florida High School diploma and shall be considered
a high school graduate. A district may also award a district diploma to the
successful candidate.
 A candidate who has achieved the minimum scores as set by the State
Department of Education will be awarded a State of Florida High School diploma.
A candidate who does not achieve the minimum scores on the initial testing may
retake the test at a subsequent testing session up to three times in a calendar
year.
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 Each applicant shall pay all required fees. However, the school board or agency
administering the testing center may authorize a waiver on a uniform or on an
individual basis of all or any portion of the fees prescribed therein.
 Special assistance pursuant to s.1003.435, F.S. to obtain a high school
equivalency diploma may be given when all requirements for graduation are
completed except for the required cumulative grade point average. (s.
1003.43(5)(e)3, F.S.)

 CONTINUATION OF HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION
 Students may choose to continue their high school education through
attendance in summer school or the following school year to receive
remediation for retaking and passing the Florida State Assessments.
These activities may include computer assisted instruction, tutoring,
Florida State Assessments program, adult education, work study
programs, and mentoring.

 PARTICIPATION IN THE GED PREPARATORY PROGRAM
 The GED Tests provide students with the opportunity to earn a high
school diploma and earn a State of Florida High School diploma. This
opportunity is available at local community colleges, technical centers, and
adult education programs.

 ACCELERATED GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
 Prior to selecting an accelerated graduation program described in
1003.428, F.S., the following requirements may be met:
 designated school personnel shall meet with the student and student’s
parent to give an explanation of the relative requirements, advantages,
and disadvantages of each graduation option
 the student shall submit to the high school principal and guidance
counselor a signed parental consent to enter the 3-year accelerated
graduation program
 the student shall have achieved a passing score on the grade 10 Florida
State Assessments in reading and mathematics.
The selection of one of the graduation options listed in 1003.428 F.S. must be
completed by the student prior to the end of grade 9 and is exclusively up to the student
and parent, subject to the requirements in s. 1003. 428 F.S. This deadline may be
extended to the end of a student’s first semester of grade 10 for a student who entered
a Florida public school after grade 9 upon transfer from a private school or another state
or who was prevented from choosing a graduation option due to illness during grade 9.
If the student and parent fail to select a graduation option, the student shall be
considered to have selected the 24 general requirements for high school graduation
specified in s. 1003.428.
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COURSE CREDIT REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
Students may select one of the two high school graduation options:
24-credit standard diploma
18-credit Academically Challenging Curriculum to Enhance Learning(ACCEL) option
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS – 24 credits
Students Entering Grade 9 in the 2014-2015 and Forward
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

4 Credits English/ELA/Access English
Pass the statewide, standardized grade 10 Reading assessment or earn a
concordant score in order to graduate with a standard diploma.
4 Credits Mathematics/Access Mathematics
One of which must be Algebra I and one of which must be Geometry.
A student who takes Algebra I must pass the Algebra I EOC assessment, or earn a
comparative score, in order to earn a standard high school diploma. The EOC results constitute
30 percent of a student’s final course grade.
A student who takes Geometry must take the EOC assessment. The EOC results constitute 30
percent of a student’s final course grade.
A student who earns an industry certification* that articulates to college credit may substitute
the certification for up to two mathematics credits, except for Algebra I and Geometry.
3 Credits Science/Access Science
One of which must be Biology I, two of which must be equally rigorous science courses.
Two of the three required credits must have a laboratory component.
A student who takes Biology I must take the EOC assessment. The EOC results constitute 30
percent of a student’s final course grade.
A student who earns an industry certification* that articulates to college credit may substitute
the certification for one science course (except for Biology I).
An identified rigorous Computer Science course with a related industry certification substitutes
for up to one science credit (except for Biology I).
3 Credits Social Studies/Access Social Studies
One credit in World History/Access World History
One credit in U.S. History/Access U.S. History
A student who takes U.S. History must take the EOC assessment. The EOC results
constitute 30 percent of a student’s final course grade.
One-half credit in U.S. Government. /Access U.S. Government
One-half credit in Economics/Access Economics which must include financial literacy.
1 Credit Fine and Performing Arts, Speech and Debate, or Practical
Arts
Eligible courses are specified in the Florida Course Code Directory
1 Credit Physical Education
To include the integration of health
8 Elective Credits
1 Online Course

*Industry certifications for which there is a statewide college credit articulation agreement approved by the State
Board of Education may substitute for mathematics and science credit may be found at
http://www.fldoe.org/workforce/indcert.asp.
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For each year in which a student scores at Level 1 on the Florida State Assessment in
Reading, the student MUSTmay be enrolled in and complete an intensive reading
course the following year. Placement of Level 2 readers in either an intensive reading
course or a content area course in which reading strategies are delivered shall be
determined by diagnosis of reading needs.
Students participating in interscholastic sports at the junior varsity or varsity level for 2
seasons who pass the Florida Department of Education developed test in personal
fitness are exempt from the one-credit PE requirement. Students completing one
semester of marching band, physical activity class with marching band activities, or
dance shall satisfy the ½ credit personal fitness requirement or adaptive PE under an
IEP or 504 plan.
ACADEMICALLY CHALLENGING CURRICULUM TO ENHANCE LEARNING
(ACCEL)
● 18-CREDIT

ACCEL OPTION

All graduation requirements for a 24-credit standard diploma based on grade 9 cohort
must be met except for the following:
◦ 3 elective credits are required instead of 8
◦ Physical Education is not required
◦ Online course is not required
Each school must offer the following ACCEL options: whole-grade and midyear
promotion; subject matter acceleration and virtual instruction in higher grade-level
subjects. Additional ACCEL options may include, but are not limited to enriched
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics coursework; enrichment programs;
flexible grouping, advanced academic courses, combined classes and self-paced
instruction.
ACCEL for grades 9-12 are provided through virtual courses, AP courses, Dual
Enrollment options for eligible students, Three Year Graduation Options and Credit
Acceleration Program (CAP). CAP allows a secondary student to earn high school
credit in a course that requires a statewide, standardized end of course assessment
(EOC), if a student attains a state specified score on the assessment, even if they have
not taken the course.
The principal after consultation with the parent/guardian, guidance counselors, teachers
and the Director of Curriculum Services or the Director of Student Support Services
shall determine if placement in an above-grade level course offered by the Glades
County Public school or grade level acceleration is appropriate. Factors considered in
making this placement decision shall include, but not be limited to, the student’s
academic history, standardized test performance, current final exam performance, the
student’s attendance and conduct record. Consideration for acceleration will be limited
to one referral, per student, per 12-month period.
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Placement decisions shall be made on a case-by-case basis and the decision of the
principal is final. All placement decisions shall be made on an annual basis and
students shall be required to petition the principal each year they wish to enroll in the
above grade level courses. If a student participates in an ACCEL option pursuant to a
parent’s request, a performance contract must be executed by the student, the parent,
and the principal. If a principal initiates a student’s participation in an ACCEL option,
the student’s parent must be notified. A performance contract is not required when a
principal initiates participation but may be used at the discretion of the principal.
A student who selected the accelerated graduation option shall automatically move to
the four year program stated in s. 1003.43 if the student:
 Exercises his/her right to change to the four year program
 Fails to earn five credits by the end of grade 9 or fails to earn eleven credits by
the end of grade 10
 Does not achieve a score of 3 or higher on the Florida State Assessment grade
10 writing
 By the end of grade 11 does not meet the requirements of subsections
1003.429(1), and (6).
Course Modifications
The district shall modify basic and vocational courses, as necessary, to assure
exceptional students the opportunity to meet the graduation requirements for a standard
diploma (SBR 6A-6.0312).
 For exceptional students obtaining a standard diploma, the curriculum
frameworks for student performance standards will be maintained with
instructional modifications provided as defined by the student's Individual
Education Plan.
 When modifying courses, the particular outcomes and student performance
standards which a student must master to earn credit must be specified on the
student's Individual Education Plan.
 Modifications to basic or vocational courses may include, but are not limited to,
any of the following:
o instructional time may be increased or decreased
o instructional methodology may be varied
o special communications systems may be used by the teacher or the
student
o classroom and district test administration procedures and other evaluation
procedures may be modified as specified in Rule 6A-1.0943, FAC, to
accommodate the student's disability
o alternate instructional materials may be used
o ACCESS Points course descriptions
 When modifying courses for exceptional students, the district shall use one of the
following strategies
o assignment of the exceptional student to a basic education class for
instruction which is modified to accommodate the student's exceptionality
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o assignment of the exceptional student to an exceptional education class
designed to meet the student's needs as defined by the Individual
Education Plan
The district shall determine which of these strategies to employ based on assessment of
the student's needs and shall reflect this decision in the student's Individual Education
Plan.
 When courses are modified to incorporate a range of performance standards,
students may be awarded multiple credits for mastery of duplicate performance
standards. (s.1003.436,(1)(a) F.S.)
Before the student graduates from high school, the school shall assess the student’s
preparation to enter the workforce and provide the student and the student’s parent with
the results of the assessment. The Department of Education has determined that since
Florida State Assessments assesses certain Education Goal 3 standards, which were
developed from a U.S. Secretary of Labor’s report on necessary skills for the workforce
(SCANS), the Florida State Assessments can serve as this assessment.
(s. 1006.02(4), F.S.)
ARTICULATED ACCELERATION MECHANISMS (S. 1007.27)
Articulated acceleration shall be available and will serve to shorten the time necessary
for a student to complete the requirements associated with a high school diploma and a
postsecondary degree, broaden the scope of curricular options available to students or
increase the depth of study available for a particular subject. This shall include but not
be limited to dual enrollment, early admission, advanced placement, and credit by
examination. Credit earned through the Florida Virtual School shall provide additional
opportunities for early graduation and acceleration. (s.1007.27, F.S.)
Any student earning nine or more credits in the following programs are exempt from any
requirement of a public postsecondary educational institution mandating enrollment
during a summer term:

EARLY ADMISSION PROGRAM (S. 1007.27(5), F.S.)


Early Admission shall be a form of Dual Enrollment through which eligible
secondary students enroll in a postsecondary institution on a full-time basis
(twelve or more hours).
The Early Admission Program allows a student to enter college following completion
of grade 10, substituting four semesters of college for the third and fourth year of
high school, and counting college credits toward high school graduation. The
student is responsible for making application and must meet all entrance
requirements as stated by the college involved. The high school record shall contain
notations covering the work accomplished while in college and the grades assigned.
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The applicant shall:
 Submit a high school transcript which indicates the applicant has completed
grade 10 with at least a 3.0 cumulative grade point average on all high school
work
 Submit a written approval and recommendation from the high school principal
Submit a written request from a parent or guardian for the student to be enrolled as an
Early Admission student (This request must include a statement that the parent
understands and concurs with the conditions of admission and with all college
regulations.)
 Declare his/her willingness to abide by all general admission requirements
and college regulations
 Declare his/her willingness to comply with the State Board of Education
regulations that require the student to (a) complete two college semesters
with at least a normal class load (12 hours each semester); (b) maintain a "C"
average in college courses; (c) complete remaining courses for student to
meet high school graduation requirements

ADVANCED PLACEMENT (S. 1007.27(6), F.S.)
Eligible secondary students may enroll in a course offered by the Advanced Placement
Program administered by the College Board. Postsecondary credit for an AP course
shall be awarded to students who score a minimum of three on a five point scale on the
corresponding AP exam. Students shall be exempt from the payment of any fees. In
order to enroll in an Advanced Placement course, students must receive principal,
teacher, and/or counselor approval.

ADVANCED PLACEMENT COURSES WITHIN DUAL ENROLLMENT
COURSES
The school district, community college, and state university may conduct advanced
placement instruction within dual enrollment courses. (s. 1007.272(1), F.S.)
Postsecondary credit for a joint dual enrollment and advanced placement course shall
be awarded as either dual enrollment or advanced placement credit, based on student
preference. An award of advanced placement credit must be limited to students who
score a minimum of 3 on a 5-point scale on the Advanced Placement Examination. No
student shall claim double credit based on the completion of a single joint dual
enrollment and advanced placement course, nor shall any student be required to
complete the Advanced Placement Examination. (s. 1007.272(3), F.S.)

HOME EDUCATION (S. 1007.27(4), F.S.)
Home education students may participate in dual enrollment, career and technical dual
enrollment, early admission, and credit by examination.

CREDIT BY EXAMINATION (S. 1007.27(7), F.S.)
Credit by examination shall be the program through which postsecondary credit is
earned based on the receipt of a specified minimum score on nationally standardized
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general or subject area examinations. The State Board of Education states minimum
scores required for an award of credit in the statewide articulation agreement.

DUAL ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS (SECTION 1007.271 F.S.)
DUAL COLLEGE ENROLLMENT
Dual enrollment is the enrollment of an eligible secondary student in a postsecondary
institution on part-time basis (Freshmen - 6 hours per semester, Sophomore - 9 hours
per semester, Junior - 15 hours per semester, and Senior - 15 hours per semester). An
articulation agreement between Glades County Schools, Florida Southwestern State
College and Florida Gulf Coast University provides advanced instruction for those pupils
who demonstrate a readiness to engage in post-secondary academic work. In this
program, students may earn credit toward both a high school diploma and an associate
or baccalaureate degree. Dual enrollment credits shall be converted to high school
credits as specified in Section (Sections 1000.21, 1007.24, 1007.25, 1007.271, and
1008.345 FS). For each approved dual enrollment class a student's secondary
schedule may be reduced by one class period. Students enrolled are exempt from the
payment of registration tuition, and lab fees. Student qualifications for dual enrollment
courses must meet the requirements of the inter-institutional articulation agreement.
Vocational-preparation instruction, college preparatory instruction, and physical
education courses that focus on the physical education of a skill rather than the
intellectual attributes of the activity are ineligible for inclusion in the dual enrollment
program. Recreation and leisure studies courses shall be evaluated individually in the
same manner as physical education courses for potential inclusion in the program.
Vocational dual enrollment shall be provided as a curricular option for secondary
students to pursue in order to earn a series of elective credits toward the high school
diploma.

DUAL ENROLLMENT COURSE WEIGHTING (SECTION 1007.271(16),
F.S.)
College-level dual enrollment courses will be weighted the same as honors courses and
advanced placement courses when grade point averages are calculated. Alternative
grade calculation or weighting systems that discriminate against dual enrollment
courses are prohibited.

CREDIT ACCELERATION PROGRAM (CAP) (1003.4295 (3) F.S.)
The Credit Acceleration Program (CAP) is created for the purpose of allowing a
student to earn high school credit in courses required for high school graduation
through passage of an end-of-course assessment administered under s. 1008.22, an
Advanced Placement Examination, or a College Level Examination Program (CLEP).
Notwithstanding s. 1003.436, a school district shall award course credit to a student
who is not enrolled in the course, or who has not completed the course, if the student
attains a passing score on the corresponding end-of-course assessment, Advanced
Placement Examination, or CLEP. The school district shall permit a public school or
home education student who is not enrolled in the course, or who has not completed
the course, to take the assessment or examination during the regular administration of
the assessment or examination .
The purpose of the Credit Acceleration Program (CAP) is to allow a K-12 student to
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earn high school credit in a course that requires a statewide, standardized EOC
assessment if the student attains a specified score on the assessment. Nor
withstanding s.1003.436, F.S., definition of credit, a school district shall award course
credit to a student who is not in the course, or who has not completed the course, if the
student attains a score indicating satisfactory performance, as defined in s. 1008.22,
(3)(c)5, on the corresponding statewide, standardized EOC assessment. The district
shall permit a student who is not enrolled in the course, or who has not completed the
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course, to take the standardized EOC assessment during the regular administration of
the assessment.

OTHER ACCELERATED MECHANISMS (S. 1007.27)
NON-SCHOOL CALENDAR EDUCATION EXPERIENCE
During summer vacation or other time when school in not in session, educational
opportunities arise which may be of lifelong benefit to the student. Under certain
circumstances a student may be able to receive up to one credit per year for such
experiences. Numerous accredited post secondary institutions offer "Summer Camp"
experiences in academic subjects. The intent of this program is to allow students to
earn high school credit as a result of the participation. The following procedures/rules
must be followed:
 Student must be in grades 9-12 and enrolled in Moore Haven Jr.-Sr. High School
 Student must apply for credit request prior to undertaking this experience (The
high school principal must approve this request.)
 Evidence of course work to be pursued, contact hours and extra work required
must be documented. (Credit earned will not be calculated in the grade point
average.)
 Student/family is responsible for all costs
 Evidence of completion of educational experience must be presented to the high
school principal within 60 days of completion for consideration
 Credit will be considered only for successful completion of program with college
course program objectives consistent with applicable Florida Course State
Framework or performance objectives
 Applicant may be required to present evidence of post secondary schools'
accreditation

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM” (VIP) ON-LINE INSTRUCTION
(S.1001.42(21))
FULL TIME VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (1002.45 FS AND
1002.37 FS)
Eligible students have the option of participating in a full-time virtual education program.
Virtual Education is provided through contracts with approved state providers. For more
information on enrollment periods, eligibility requirements, and a link to enroll go to
http://gladesedu.org/virtual-instruction-program. If you would like enrollment
information, contact the Director of Academic Services at 863-946-0202 ext. 120.

PART-TIME VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION
If you are interested in your student participating in the part-time virtual instruction
option, please contact your school guidance counselor to fully discuss this option.

CREDIT RECOVERY
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 The Performance Based Credit Program is designed to help students gain
credits, raise their GPA and pass the Florida State Assessments and/or GED.
Course credits and grades earned within the PBC program are based upon
student performance and mastery of course standards as defined by the Florida
State Standards /Next Generation Sunshine State Standards and the Florida
Course Descriptions, not on time spent on standards acquisition.
 To be considered for the program, students must meet one of the following
criteria:
 Retrieval - student has previously dropped out of school
 Has previously been retained
 GPA below 2.0
 Failed Florida State Assessments
 Other reasons as approved by the principal
 All students taking a Performance Based Credit (PBC) class will be issued
progress updates, final grades, and credit as follows:
 Interim reports will reflect progress update, indicating the number of modules
completed, and the number of modules available in the specific course assigned.
 Final grades will be submitted to the guidance counselor, using the PBC
completion form, upon the successful completion of all modules with mastery
assessment grades of at least 60% or higher.
 Once PBC completion forms have been received by the guidance office, final
grades and credit earned will be entered directly into the student’s academic
history. (Note: Nine week grades and semester grades will appear on the nineweek report cards.)

CURRICULUM
HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM OF STUDY
STATE MANDATED PROGRAMS
The curriculum is based on the Florida State Standards /Next Generation Sunshine
State Standards in language arts, mathematics, science, social studies, the arts, foreign
languages, and health and P.E. These subjects will be provided according to a regular
schedule developed by the school staff and approved by the Superintendent. The
content may be presented through an integrated approach.
Members of the instructional staff of Glades County schools shall teach efficiently using
books and materials required and including the following prescribed courses of study:
(s. 1003.42(2), F.S.)
 The history and content of the Declaration of Independence including national
sovereignty, natural law, self-evident truth, equality of all persons, limited
government, popular sovereignty, and inalienable rights of life, liberty and
property, and how they form the philosophical foundation of our government
 The history, meaning, significance, and effect of the provisions of the
Constitution of the United States and amendments thereto, with emphasis on
each of the 10 amendments that make up the Bill of Rights and how the
Constitution provides the structure of our government
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 The arguments in support of adopting our republican form of government, as
they are embodied in the most important of the Federalist Papers
 Flag education, including proper flag display and flag salute
 The elements of civil government including the primary functions of and
interrelationships between the Federal Government, the state, and its counties,
municipalities, school districts, and special districts
 The history of the United States including the period of discovery, early
colonies, the war for independence, the Civil War, the expansion of the United
States to its present boundaries, the world wars, and the civil rights movement
to the present. American history shall be viewed as factual, not as constructed,
shall be viewed as knowable, teachable, and testable, and shall be defined as
the creation of a new nation based largely on the universal principles stated in
the Declaration of Independence.
 The History of the Holocaust (1933-1945), the systematic, planned annihilation
of European Jews and other groups by Nazi Germany, a watershed event in
the history of humanity, to be taught in a manner that leads to an investigation
of human behavior, an understanding of the ramifications of prejudice, racism,
and stereotyping, and an examination of what it means to be a responsible and
respectful person, for the purposes of encouraging tolerance of diversity in a
pluralistic society and for nurturing and protecting democratic values and
institutions
 The history of African Americans, including the history of African peoples before
the political conflicts that led to the development of slavery, the passage to
America, the enslavement experience, abolition, and the contributions of
African Americans to society
 The elementary principles of agriculture (9-12)
 The true effects of all alcoholic and intoxicating liquors and beverages and
narcotics upon the human body and mind.
 The conservation of the natural resources
 Comprehensive health education that addresses concepts of community health;
consumer health; environmental health; family life, including an awareness of
the benefits of sexual abstinence as the expected standard and the
consequences of teenage pregnancy; mental and emotional health; injury
prevention and safety; nutrition; personal health; prevention and control of
disease; and substance use and abuse.
 The study of Hispanic contributions to the United States
 The study of women’s contributions to the United States
 The nature and importance of free enterprises to the United States economy
 A character-development program, similar to Character First or Character
Counts. Such a program must be secular in nature. The character-development
curriculum shall stress the qualities of patriotism; responsibility; citizenship;
kindness; respect for authority, life, liberty, and personal property; honesty;
charity; self-control; racial, ethnic, and religious tolerance; and cooperation
 In order to encourage patriotism, the sacrifices that veterans have made in
serving our country and protecting democratic values worldwide. Such
instruction must occur on or before Veteran’s Day and Memorial Day. Members
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of the instructional staff are encouraged to use the assistance of local veterans
when practicable.
 To educate students about the sacrifices made for freedom in the founding of
this country and the values on which this country was founded, the last full
week of classes in September shall be recognized in public schools as
Celebrate Freedom Week. Celebrate Freedom Week must include at least
three hours of appropriate instruction in each social studies class as
determined by each school district, which instruction shall include an in-depth
study of the intent, meaning, and importance of the Declaration of
Independence. To emphasize the importance of this week at the beginning of
each school day, principals and teachers shall conduct an oral recitation by
students of a portion of the Declaration of Independence
(S.1003.421(1)(2),F.S.)
The following exceptions will be made:
 Any student whose parents or guardian makes a written request to the
school principal shall be exempted from the teaching of reproductive
health or disease, including HIV/AIDS, its symptoms, development, and
treatment. A student so exempted may not be penalized by reason of the
exemption. Course description for comprehensive health shall not interfere
with the local determination of an appropriate curriculum which reflects
local values and concerns. (Section 1003.42(3), F.S.)
 Upon written request by a student’s parent, the student must be excused
from the recitation of the Declaration of Independence. (Section
1003.421(4),F.S.)
 Physical education must include the integration of health. The physical
education requirement may be met by taking the HOPE class or any of the
following ways: (Section s. 1003.4282)
 Completion of an interscholastic sport at JV or Varsity level
for 2 seasons and receives a “C” or better on the Personal
Fitness competency test (Competency test that was
developed by the Department of Education must be used)
 Completion of one semester in Marching Band or Dance
(pass with a “C” or better) satisfies 1/2 credit in physical
education but may not be used to satisfy the personal fitness
requirement or adaptive PE
 Participates in an ROTC program for 2 years (may be used
to satisfy the physical education requirement but may not be
used to satisfy the personal fitness requirement or adaptive
PE)
 Adaptive PE as stated on the IEP or 504 Plan
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EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION (ESE)
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES
Any child upon his/her third birthday may be referred to the Exceptional Student
Education and Student Services Department to determine if he/she meets the criteria
for placement as specified in Glades County's Special Programs and Procedures for
Exceptional Students (S. P. & P.). The Individual Educational Plan (IEP) committee will
determine appropriate services for preschool students with disabilities.

KINDERGARTEN
Any child who has reached the age of five years on or before September 1 of a school
year, may be placed in the ESE program any time during the year if they meet eligibility
criteria as specified in Glades County's Special Programs and Procedures.

PLACEMENT PROCEDURES FOR NEW PRE-K-12 STUDENTS
All students with disabilities who receive Exceptional Student Education services who
transfer from private schools or out-of-county programs will be evaluated and staffed
according to the Special Programs and Procedures document for Exceptional Student
Education.

PROMOTION/RETENTION
PROMOTION FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES IN GRADES K-12
PURSUING REGULAR STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Promotion of students with disabilities who are receiving Exceptional Student Education
services and pursuing regular student performance standards will be based on
promotion requirements of non-disabled students and accommodation specified in their
IEP. The final decision as to grade placement is the responsibility of the principal with
input from the IEP committee.
Promotion of students who demonstrate, through a student portfolio, that they are
reading on grade level as evidenced by demonstration of mastery of the Florida State
Standards /Next Generation Sunshine State Standards in reading equal to at least a
Level 2 performance on Florida State Assessments;
Promotion of students with disabilities who participate in Florida State Assessments and
who have an IEP or a 504 Plan that reflects that they have received intensive remediation
in reading for more than two years but still demonstrate a deficiency in reading and were
previously retained in grades K-2;
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PROMOTION FOR DISABLED STUDENTS RECEIVING EXCEPTIONAL
STUDENT EDUCATION PURSUING STATE STANDARDS ACCESS
POINTS IN GRADES K-12
Consideration of Promotion for students who are pursuing State Standards Access
Points will be made on the basis of the following criteria:
Mastery of IEP Objectives
Classroom Performance
Results of Alternative Assessment
Students with disabilities who are receiving Exceptional Student Education services will
be educated with students who are non-disabled to the maximum extent appropriate
(Authority F.C.R. 300.550). Students with disabilities must meet the school district’s
proficiency levels unless the student’s IEP indicates that the disabling condition impacts
the student’s progress in the general curriculum. The student’s status with regard to
mastery of the Florida State Standards /Next Generation Sunshine State Standards or
State Standards Access Points should be discussed with parents at each Individual
Educational Plan (IEP) meeting. The type of standards the student is attempting to
master and the relationship to future diploma options (i.e., Standard Diploma or
Certificate of Completion) should be discussed with parents at each IEP meeting.
Parent permission must be obtained annually for ACCESS.
A student who is currently enrolled in or is being placed in an approved special program
may be promoted for good cause. The recommendation for good cause promotion must
contain documentation from the Guidance Department or Child Study Committee
supporting the rationale for the student’s exemption from retention.

END OF COURSE REQUIREMENTS (EOC)
Algebra I, Geometry, US History and Biology EOC assessment requirement must be
met in order for a student to earn the required credit in each course. (See pg. 41-43 of
this plan) (s.1003.428,F.S.)
The EOC assessment results shall be waived for the purpose of determining the
student’s course grade and credit for a student with a disability for whom the Individual
Education Plan (IEP) committee determines that the assessment cannot accurately
measure the student’s abilities, taking into consideration all allowable accommodations.
EOC assessments must be taken at least once before a waiver can be given.

GRADING
Progress towards IEP goals for student receiving Exceptional Student Education
services other than Speech/Language and Gifted shall be assigned by the
Exceptional Student Education teacher for the subject areas in which the student is
served. Grades shall be based on the student’s mastery of the curriculum
requirements indicated in the student’s
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Individual Educational Plan (IEP). The IEP shall address specific educational objectives
for the student in the subject area(s) being served.
The regular education teacher shall evaluate student performance and assign the
student’s grade for any subject(s) in which the student is enrolled in the regular
education program. The regular education teacher shall use the regular education
program requirements in determining the grade(s) taking the student’s documented
disability and accommodations into consideration.

ANNUAL STUDENT PROGRESS
Parents of students with disabilities receiving services from Exceptional Student
Education programs will receive a report on the progress of their child toward achieving
the goals established in their Individual Educational Plan (IEP) at least as often as
parents of non-disabled students receive report cards at the end of each nine weeks.

ASSESSMENT
ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT TEST
An alternative assessment test may be administered to selected students with severe
cognitive disabilities who are receiving exceptional educational services.
The decision to include or exclude a student with disabilities in state and district testing
shall be made by the Individual Educational Plan (IEP) Team based on the guidelines
as follows (Exemption may be permitted only when all of the following criteria are met):
 The student’s demonstrated cognitive ability prevents them from completing
required course work and achieving the Florida State Standards /Next
Generation Sunshine State Standards even with appropriate allowable course
modifications.
 The student requires extensive direct instruction to accomplish the application
and transfer of skills and competencies needed for domestic, community living,
leisure, and vocational activities.
 The student’s inability to complete the required course work is not due to
excessive or extended absences or the result of social, cultural, or economic
differences. The student is unable to apply or use academic skills at a minimal
competency level in the home, community, or work site.
 The student is participating in a curriculum based on State Standards Access
Points for all academic areas.
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DETERMINING APPROPRIATE MODIFICATIONS FOR STUDENTS
WITH DISABILITIES
Determination of appropriate modifications/accommodations in assessment situations
for students with disabilities shall be based on the individual needs of each student, and
decisions shall be made at IEP meetings and are recorded on the IEP. Guidelines to
consider are as follows:
 Modification or accommodation should facilitate an accurate demonstration of
what the student knows or can do.
 Modifications or accommodation should not provide the student with an unfair
advantage or interfere with the validity of the test.
 Modifications or accommodation must be the same or nearly the same as
adaptations used by the student in completing classroom activities.
 Modifications or accommodation must be necessary for enabling the student to
demonstrate knowledge, ability, skill or mastery.

TESTING MODIFICATIONS AND ACCOMMODATIONS FOR STUDENTS
WITH DISABILITIES IN STATEWIDE AND DISTRICT ASSESSMENTS
Rule 6A-1.0943, FAC, provides the basis for modification to Glades County’s
assessment system for students with disabilities. In addition, the test administration
manual for each statewide assessment provides a listing of allowable modifications that
can be used for students with disabilities. Such modifications include:
 Flexible Scheduling - Students may take a session of the test during several brief
periods, within one school day; however, a session of the test must be completed
within one school day and cannot exceed the total time allowed for that session.
 Flexible Setting - Students may take the test individually, or in a small group
setting, under the proctor’s supervision. Some students may require a flexible
setting to accommodate special lighting, furniture, equipment or acoustic needs.
Other students may need calming background music, freedom to move about as
needed, or a space that is comfortable to them.
 Flexible Timing - Some students may need extended/additional time to complete
the testing process; however, a session of the test must be completed within one
school day.
 Flexible Responding (Recording of Answers) - Students may provide an oral
response, a signed response, a response on a word processor, or a response on
a braille writer. If an oral response is given by the student, the proctor must ask
the student to indicate the punctuation/spelling when appropriate. Oral
responses, signed responses, and responses provided on a word processor
must be transcribed. This modification may require a one-on-one test
administration in order to avoid distraction for other students.
 Flexible Presentation (Revised Format/Mechanical Aids) - Students may use
mechanical aids such as a magnifying device, a pointer, a non-calibrated ruler or
template, or other similar devices to assist in maintaining visual attention to the
test book or answer book. Flexible presentation means that a student may need
to have directions read to them or directions may need to be simplified or the
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student may need to restate the directions in his/her own words. Proctors may
answer student questions about any test directions. Test
item language may not be reworded, and proctors may not answer student
questions about the wording of test questions or interpret test questions for
students. Reading items and passages may not be read to the student. Simple
math questions should be read in their entirety and more complex math
questions may be read one part at a time.
 Flexible presentation includes the following revised format options:
 Print Versions: Students may be tested with enlarged-print materials
enlarged through mechanical or electronic means. Enlarged material shall
be provided only for students who meet eligibility criteria for program for
students with visual disabilities.
 Braille Versions: Students may be tested with materials that have been
transferred to Braille code, or tested by using devices that permit opticalto-tactile transformations.
 Auditory and Sign Language Presentations: The test administrator may
sign, provide oral interpretations of, or read to students the general
directions and math items. The reading items and passages designed to
test reading skills must be read by the student using visual or tactile
means.

EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR (ESY) SERVICES FOR STUDENT WITH
DISABILITIES
Consistent with mandated requirements of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA), the School Board of Glades County assures that:
o Extended School Year (ESY) services are available as necessary to provide a
Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) to eligible students with disabilities.
o ESY services will be provided when a student’s IEP team determines, on an
individual basis, that the services are necessary for the provision of FAPE to the
student.
o ESY services will not be limited to particular categories of disability, or unilaterally
limited in type, amount or duration of services.
Extended School Year (ESY) Services are defined as extended special education
and/or related services that are provide beyond the normal 180-day school year.
Eligibility for these services shall be determined by the student’s IEP (Individual
Educational Plan) Team on an annual basis.
This will be based on whether the student will suffer severe regression in critical IEP
skills as a result of a break in instruction over the summer. Criteria outlined in the
districts’ “Special Programs and Procedures Document” shall be used to determine
if a disabled student is eligible for the services.
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EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
The IEP team, which includes parents, student, and school staff, will determine whether
the student is pursuing a course of study leading toward a Standard Diploma
(Scholar/Merit designation) or Certificate of Completion. This determination will be
documented on the IEP developed during the student’s eight grade year, or the IEP
developed during the year prior to the student’s 14th birthday, whichever occurs first.
This diploma decision must be reviewed annually.
An ESE student attending Glades County Schools may seek one of several graduation
options:
 Standard Diploma
• 24 credit standard diploma, 24 credit ACCESS
 Certificate of Completion
**Note: In accordance with s. 1003.4282(11),F.S., beginning with students
entering grade 9 in the 2014-15 school year, the following requirements for a
standard diploma apply for a Student with Disabilities.
 A parent of a student with a disability shall, in collaboration with the IEP
team during the transition planning process pursuant to s. 1003.5716,F.S.,
declare an intent for the student to graduate from high school with either a
standard high school diploma, a Scholar or Merit designation s.1003.4285,
or a certification of completion.
 A student with a disability who does not satisfy the standard high school
diploma requirements shall be awarded a certificate of completion.
 Standard Diploma: (see pages 42-44 of this document)
 The student must earn credits as outlined by High School Graduation
Requirements.
 The student must master the Florida State Standards/Next Generation Sunshine
State Standards or State Standards Access Points
 The student must pass all sections of the Florida State Assessments unless a
waiver has been obtained* or takes the Florida Alternate Assessment each year
(9-12).
 The student must earn a cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA) of 2.0.
(s.1003.43(11) (a), F.S.)
*The Enhanced New Needed Opportunity for Better Life and Education for Students
with Disabilities (ENNOBLES) Act (S. 1007.02, F.S.) is designed to expand access to
postsecondary education and meaningful careers for students with disabilities.
A student with a disability, as defined in (s.1007.02(2)), for whom the IEP committee
determines that the Florida State Assessments cannot accurately measure the student’s
abilities, taking into consideration all allowable accommodations, shall have the Florida
State
Assessments requirement waived for the purpose of receiving a standard high school
diploma, if the student has the required grade point average and course-work for
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graduation, and has not passed the Florida State Assessments English Language
Arts(ELA) after attempting the Florida State Assessments at least once in the 10th
grade. (s. 1008.22(3)(c)3a,F.S)
Any waiver of the statewide, standardized assessment requirements by the individual
education plan team, pursuant to s. 1008.22(3)(c), F.S., must be approved by the parent
and is subject to verification.
Any change to the high school graduation option specified in the student’s IEP must be
approved by the parent and is subject to verification.

DEFER THE RECEIPT OF A STANDARD DIPLOMA
A student with a disability who meets the standard high school diploma requirements in
this section may defer the receipt of a standard high school diploma if the student:
 Has an individual education plan that prescribes special education,
transition planning, transition services, or related services through age
twenty-one (21); and
 Is enrolled in accelerated college credit instruction pursuant to s.1007.27,
F.S., industry certification courses that lead to college credit, a collegiate
high school program, courses necessary to satisfy the Scholar designation
requirements, or a structured work-study, internship, or pre apprenticeship
program.
A student with a disability who receives a certificate of completion and has an individual
education plan that prescribes special education, transition planning, transition services,
or related services through twenty-one (21) years of age may continue to receive the
specified instruction and services.
Certificate of Completion:
A student must have met all other requirements for a standard diploma except earning a
passing score on all sections of the Florida State Assessments/Florida Alternate
Assessment, or achieved the required cumulative grade point average, or completed all
other requirements prescribed by the School Board.
Students may elect to remain in secondary school as full-time or part-time students for
up to one additional year or until the students turns 22 years of age and receive
instruction to remedy the deficiencies. (Explanatory note: A student who has received a
certificate of completion who subsequently meets the requirements for a standard high
school diploma shall be awarded a standard high school diploma whenever the
requirements are completed.) (s.1003.438,F.S.)

HOSPITAL/HOMEBOUND
A hospitalized or homebound student is a student who has a medically diagnosed
physical or mental condition which confines the student to the hospital or home and
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whose activities are restricted for fifteen or more consecutive school days. The medical
diagnosis shall be made by a licensed physician as used in rule 6A-6.03020, FAC.
A student is eligible for a special program for hospital/homebound students, if the
criteria listed in Glades County’s Special Programs and Procedures for Exceptional
Students are met.

GIFTED EDUCATION
Any student K-12 who is identified and placed according to Glades County’s Special
Programs and Procedures for Exceptional Students is eligible to receive gifted
instruction.

SECTION 504
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prohibits discrimination against
handicapped persons, by school districts receiving federal financial assistance.
The federal regulations implementing Section 504 clarify the meaning of “disabled
person” as anyone who:
 Has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major
life activities
 Has a record of such an impairment
 Is regarded as having such an impairment
The regulations require identification, evaluation, provisions of appropriate services, and
procedural safeguards in every public school in the United States.

JOHN MCKAY PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
Florida’s School Choice Programs ensure that no child will be left behind by allowing
parents to choose the best educational setting—public or private—for their child. The
McKay Scholarships Program also offers parents public school choice. A parent of a
special needs student who is dissatisfied with the student’s current school may choose
to transfer the student to another public school.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
 The student was enrolled and present in Florida public school during the
October and February FTE surveys for the previous school year.
 The student has an Individual Educational Plan (IEP) or a 504 Plan
 The parent has notified the school district Exceptional Student Education
Department of their intention to participate in the McKay Scholarships Program.
 The student has completed a year of kindergarten. Parents are to indicate their
intent to participate with the district Exceptional Student Education Department.

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Commencement exercises will include only those students who have successfully
completed requirements for a standard high school diploma, Early Admission to College
Program, or a certificate of completion for graduation as certified by the high school
principal. No student who has completed the requirements for graduation shall be
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denied a diploma as a disciplinary measure. A student may be denied participation in
the ceremony of graduation when personal conduct so warrants.
F.S. 1002.3105, 1003.428, 1003.4281, 1003.4282, 1003.4285, 1003.429
F.S. 1003.4295, 1003.43, 1003.433, 1003.435, 1003.438
Form of High School Diplomas and Certificates of Completion, F.A.C. 6A-1.0995
Graduation Requirements for Certain Students with Disabilities, F.A.C. 6A-1.09961
Industry Certification Process, F.A.C. 6A-6.0573
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